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October 17, 1997

Our Lady comes as Refuge of Holy Love. She says: "Praise be Jesus. My daughter, I come to help you realize and understand My call to you. You are questioning why I speak of the remnant Church when I come for all people, all nations. In God's Eyes, souls are not apples and oranges - they are one. All people and all nations are called into the tradition of faith as given and stated in the New Catechism. It is man himself who chooses to believe otherwise. I come to you as Refuge of Holy Love - Refuge and Protectress of the Remnant. Many learned and influential people oppose Me, but I still come. If Holy Love is accepted in hearts with sincerity, then it is impossible to compromise the tradition of faith. Each soul is given the grace to believe. It is an ecumenical call which leads souls to the truth. I am blessing you."

July 13, 1998
Feast of Rosa Mystica

Our Lady comes as Rosa Mystica. She says: "All praise be Jesus in the tabernacles of the world."

"My angel, thank you for coming. I need your prayers. When you pray, a blissful fragrance ascends to Me. God allows that I should come to you during these times as Protectress of the remnant faithful. More and more the prayer site will become a fortress of faith in the true tradition of faith. Battle lines have been drawn. There is no longer room for compromise. Those consecrated to Me have already been signed by Me and are ready to take up their shields and go into battle."

"Do not be afraid now to make known the position you are given to uphold – one of staunch tradition in support of this Holy Father. Others may waiver and pretend not to decide. Once again, I tell you, not to decide is to decide."

"While My Mission here remains ecumenical, those who respond as Catholics must be true to their faith – unyielding in their position. The faith is not a political football. When you take a stand to please God, you must not compromise it to please those in the world. What has been decided by this Holy Father is the decision you must abide by, or you cannot say you are Catholic."

"Please Me; soothe My Heart by realizing all that My simple message of Holy Love entails. You cannot give a qualified 'yes' to Holy Love, just as you cannot qualify the Catholic faith, only believing part of Church teachings and tradition."
"We must pray together for many with great influence who live lives of compromise. Satan does exist. He strikes at the heel of the Woman who crushes his head. My heel is all who come to be consecrated to Me, who live in Holy Love."

"I am always with you, blessing you."

November 16, 2001
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I tell you, Holy Love is the path I am using to draw all people and all nations into My Eucharistic Heart; for the more each soul comes to know Me, the more he is drawn into the truth and desire of the Holy Eucharist. This is why today we are ecumenical. We are reaching out to all through love."

April 5, 2002
Monthly Message to All Nations
This message was given in multiple parts.

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus and Our Lady greet Father Kenney (Maureen’s spiritual director) by nodding Their Heads toward him, and a light came from Blessed Mother’s Heart onto Father Kenney.

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. My brothers and sisters, do not languish longer in disbelief, for this is the compromise Satan presents to you, to keep you from living the message of Holy and Divine Love. Nor should you allow your hearts to give in to the temptation of discouragement and fear. Trust in Me—trust in My Mercy. Await with joyful hope the coming victory of Our United Hearts.”

“I have come to bring peace to hearts—hearts that will trust in My Mercy. My Divine Mercy is from age to age and from horizon to horizon upon the repentant heart. My Mercy falls upon all mankind, not out of deservedness, but out of each one’s need.”

“Once again I remind you that those who love Me—trust in Me. To trust in Me is to trust in the attribute of My Mercy. It is the unrepentant whose hearts I have come to change. These are the ones who do not look into their own hearts. They do not try to earn their salvation through love. This is why the world is torn asunder with every kind of sin. The fruit of these sins is war. Because so little value is placed upon human life, the sins today far outweigh the sins of Sodom and Gomorrah.”

Holy Love
An Eucharistic Ministry and Shrine
“This is why the message and the mission here of Holy and Divine Love far exceed any in attempting to form hearts in love. This is why the messages lay bare Satan—his snares and his tactics. Do not be surprised at the inroads Satan has made where he is exposed, or the types of sins which are now coming to light. This could not remain under the cover of darkness longer. While it is bringing down those in high places, even within the Church, it is necessary in order that the festering sore be healed. Many consciences now will be stripped of their compromise. Just as the mission here is the salvation of souls, it must be so in My Church, as well. Reputation and money cannot be first. All must be surrendered to Me.”

“I tell you the greatest threat to mankind today is not terrorism, certain infamous and elusive leaders or even nuclear weapons. The greatest threat is the evil hidden in hearts that would exceed any lengths to obtain its end. I tell you there is an evil alliance forming in certain hearts which will come to light soon. This is not a war over territories or boundaries, but a war between good and evil.”

“The mission here—though ecumenical—will continue as a strong link to orthodoxy and tradition. It will become even stronger and sought out as a spiritual refuge amidst blight. The boundaries of this mission will expand, both in hearts and in the world. The enemy’s tongue will be tied. He will be seen to trip over his own tail. He will be seen to be like a lion without teeth or claws—harmless in the face of the good My mission will accomplish.”

“The Rosary of the Unborn will become the weapon of choice, both in Heaven and on earth in the war against abortion—so prepare for this. Take up your arms, children of God. Prepare! Stalemates which have affected My mission until now will be resolved. Projects will continue and begin anew. Those who defend and assist this mission, I will defend and assist. Those who make themselves your adversaries are My adversaries, as well.”

“Today We are blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

April 23, 2002
Public
Mission Statement – Dictated by Mother Teresa

“Our mission as Missionary Servants of Holy Love is to serve the poorest of the poor—those who do not know Holy Love. We will do this by living and being the message of Holy Love—that is, to love God above all else and our neighbor as ourselves.”

“We intend to feed and clothe the poor, fight abortion by establishing homes for unwed mothers, and disseminating pro-life information and the Rosary of the
Unborn. We will also propagate the messages of Holy and Divine Love along with the revelation of the Chambers of the United Hearts to all peoples and every nation.”

“We are an ecumenical lay apostolate.”

April 29, 2002
Feast of St. Catherine of Siena
IN SEARCH OF THE TRUTH

Jesus: “I am Truth. I know Mine and Mine know Me. I do not lead by confusion, but by Truth. Truth is the light by which I lead. My Truth proceeds from Divine Love.”

DEFINITION OF TRUTH:
The quality or state of being true. Loyalty/Trustworthiness/Sincerity/Genuineness and Honesty.

The following talk was dictated to visionary Maureen Sweeney Kyle of Cleveland, Ohio by St. Anthony and St. Catherine of Siena, and reflects Maureen’s views.

“We live in a very complex and perplexing time—a time when it is difficult to sort out truth from compromise. But Jesus is a God of Truth. He does not want confusion to exist within the Church or within His flock. There are a couple of confusing issues I’d like to comment on tonight.”

“No. 1 – We are an ecumenical ministry. Ecumenism embraces all faiths including Catholicism. The Bishop himself embraces ecumenical efforts and made headlines last year by forming an ecumenical relationship with the Lutherans and Episcopalians. Yet we have received information that the Diocese discourages Catholics from coming here because we’re ecumenical. I have trouble finding the truth in that.”

“No. 2 – Another area of confusion is the organization called ‘Future Church’. How many here tonight are Catholic? How many know what the Bishops’ stand on Future Church is? This is what Future Church stands for:

- Women Priests
- Married Priests
- People Elect Bishops
- Conscience is supreme, no matter what Church says.”

“These concepts are heresy.* (Definition of Heresy: ‘The formal denial or doubt by a baptized person of any revealed truth of the Catholic faith. Anyone guilty of
the crime of heresy incurs excommunication.’) Perhaps the Bishop is dealing with them quietly. We don’t know. But my point is—WE NEED to know where he stands on Future Church. In my opinion such a group should not exist within the Church. Once again their existence opposes truth.”

“The third area of confusion within the Church is the latest scandals concerning pedophilia. We’re told that these cases were mishandled, even possibly methodically covered up. From media reports we’re told that the statute of limitations was allowed to expire so that the Church could not be held financially responsible.”

“This leaves us wondering what is most important to the Church—money, safeguarding a sanctimonious reputation or—as it should be—the salvation of souls? Once again—where is the truth?”

“In my opinion the role of Bishop needs to change from a distant, absolute monarch over his Diocese to a loving, caring father image who cares for the salvation of his flock and is answerable to them. ** (Pope Clement I—‘It is to the humble that Christ belongs, not to those who exalt themselves above His flock. Our Jesus Christ, the scepter of God’s Majesty, did not come in the pomp of pride or arrogance—though He could have done so—but rather in humility.’)

“But I also believe that the Bishops’ concept of us as his flock must be changed. We are not a bunch of mindless sheep that jump at the word ‘obedience’ under any cost. We are obedient to the one true faith, and all it stands for.”

“But we cannot support untruths. We reserve the right as children of God to search out the truth in the midst of confusion regardless of whose reputation is at stake.”

*The Catholic Dictionary (Tan Books)
**Quotes from the Saints by Thigpen

(Conclusion of Talk – St. Catherine of Siena)

“My dear friends in Christ: As a practicing Catholic, I believe that the concepts of our faith and the integrity of our Church leaders should not, and must not be obscured by compromise, confusion and hidden agendas.”

“Our Lady is forming in Her Heart and in the world the remnant faithful who will remain faithful to the faith as handed down to us through Heaven’s instrument, John Paul II. We stand firm in this truth.”

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
May 6, 2002
IN DEFENSE OF TRUTH
(Talk given by Maureen)

Self-Love
- Guards reputation (attacks reputation of those they see as rivals.)
- Is holy for appearances’ sake.
- Is willing to compromise the precept of Holy Love for the sake of money.
- Considers own opinion and authority always right and above anyone else.

Holy Love
- Is concerned with only his reputation in God’s eyes.
- Strives to be holy for holiness sake—not to impress others.
- Uses money to further God’s kingdom, does not love money.
- Patiently considers all opinions—does not flaunt any authority, turning it to control.

We have a history of being fair game for the Diocese’ innuendoes. Tonight I’d like to address some of them:

1. The Diocese expresses concern that we collect money. We cannot pay salaries, bills and maintain property on grace alone—just as the Church cannot do so.

2. We say Catholic prayers though we claim to be ecumenical. Ecumenical includes Catholic and Christian Churches as a whole promoting unity amongst Christian Churches.

Our Lady comes here for all people—all nations. In none of Our Lady’s apparitions—Lourdes, Fatima, etc.—did Our Lady say, “Pray the rosary if you’re Catholic.” The rosary is a universal prayer. Neither has Our Lady ever said, “I have come to convert Catholics.” Rather, She says, “I have come to convert sinners.” We are all sinners. Mary is the spiritual Mother of all people.

The message of the Chambers of the United Hearts is formation of the soul in holiness—not only Catholics, but all people.

Next, we are accused of assuming various ‘guises’. Here is our history:
There is no subterfuge or hidden agenda in this mission. First we were Our Lady Protectress of the Faith. The Diocese chose not to approve this title that Our Lady asked for saying, “There are already too many devotions to Our Lady and to the saints.” I have that statement in a letter at home from the Diocese. The letter further states that Our Lady does not need that title because the Holy Spirit is the Guardian of the Faith.

I guess Our Lady didn’t agree because three months later She appeared to Patricia Talbot in Ecuador and said, “I am the Guardian of the Faith.” The title was approved in Ecuador by the local Bishop.

Because the Diocese objected to that title, we assumed the name of Project Mercy, and attempted to pray in Churches against abortion. I say ‘attempted’. We were told by a Bishop that we couldn’t do that because their insurance didn’t cover it.

Under Mary’s direction we have formed a lay ecumenical apostolate. Our Lady started appearing as Mary, Refuge of Holy Love. Subsequently, we were given the revelations of the Chambers of the United Hearts of Jesus and Mary. This is a message of interior formation.

We are not in competition, nor do we seek anything from the Diocese. According to the teaching of the Second Vatican Council, the laity are encouraged to present their concerns to the Bishops. The laity are no longer to be the silent majority.

Consequently, I have a question: Where do you stand on Future Church? This is a group of heretics under the guise of Catholics in your Diocese. They are in dissent of historic Church teaching. It was formed during your tenure. Are you for it or against it? I am not a theologian, but I know this: Not to take a stand is to take a stand.

May 20, 2002
Public
OUR MISSION STATEMENT

We are an ecumenical ministry seeking personal holiness in and through the message of Holy Love. We seek perfection through the Chambers of the United Hearts. We spread the revelation of the Chambers of the United Hearts whenever and wherever we can, thus ushering in the triumphant victory of the United Hearts.

------------------------------------------------
May 20, 2002
Public
OUR MISSION STATEMENT

We are an ecumenical ministry seeking personal holiness in and through the message of Holy Love. We seek perfection through the Chambers of the United Hearts. We spread the revelation of the Chambers of the United Hearts whenever and wherever we can, thus ushering in the triumphant victory of the United Hearts.

------------------------------------------------

Holy Love
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May 25, 2003
Fourth Sunday Service to Pray for Unbelievers

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, the Immaculate Heart of My Most Holy Mother is the path to salvation and peace. Herein She draws not just Catholics, not just those who believe in the Message, but all people and every nation. This is an ecumenical call.”

“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

-----------------------------------

September 23, 2003
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus. Okay. Put this down.”

“Holy Love Ministries is an ecumenical lay apostolate. According to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, Section 821, ecumenism is described as: ‘Prayer in common, because change of heart and holiness of life, along with public and private prayer for the unity of Christendom, should be regarded as the soul of the whole ecumenical movement, and merits the name spiritual ecumenism’.”

“Our Lady, Our Lord and many saints appear on the property. The messages given lead the soul into personal holiness, and Our Blessed Mother says they are for all people - all nations.”

“To exclude Catholic prayer (the rosary) or symbols from the Ministry and ecumenical shrine would be to say Catholics must not be part of the ecumenical movement. This would be contrary to the local Bishops’ efforts at ecumenism and the Holy Father’s ecumenical efforts, as well.”

“All people and all nations are welcome to come and pray with us.”

**Note: We do not, nor have we ever sought affiliation with the Diocese of Cleveland. As an ecumenical ministry, we do not seek their approbation or embrace their opinions about this Mission.

-----------------------------------
October 5, 2003

Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come today once again repeating My universal call to enter these Chambers of Holy and Divine Love. My invitation to all mankind is unrelenting. In the days of Noah, a chosen few were called into the ark before God’s Justice visited earth. These few were ridiculed and set upon by the unbelievers.”

“But today I am opening the ‘ark’ of Our United Hearts to all people - all nations. Hasten into the protection of this spirituality. Do not lament persecution. Rather, pray for your persecutors that they recognize their errors in time. Always, for the sake of love and mercy, point the way to this latter day ark of Our United Hearts. Many will scoff, but some may find the way who otherwise would not.”

“Pass the Blessing of Our United Hearts along freely. You can accomplish this in the sanctuary of your own heart. This Blessing can melt the iron will of many an unbeliever. Do not doubt what I freely give with love. To do so compromises the Blessing.”

“Pass this Blessing along to your President and your legislators that they will successfully overturn the hideous sin of abortion.”

“My brothers and sisters, each of you has come here for an individual reason today - some to find answers, some to petition Our United Hearts, some out of curiosity, and still others come with hearts full of love for the Mission and the Messages themselves.”

“But to all of you - I call you along the certain path of Holy and Divine Love. Do not allow the detractors of this Mission to pull you off the path, for what I give you is TRUTH ITSELF.”

“Today We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

** Holy Love Ministries is an ecumenical lay apostolate. According to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, Section 821, ecumenism is described as: ‘Prayer in common, because change of heart and holiness of life, along with public and private prayer for the unity of Christendom, should be regarded as the soul of the whole ecumenical movement, and merits the name spiritual ecumenism’.
Our Lady, Our Lord and many saints appear on the property. The messages given lead the soul into personal holiness, and Our Blessed Mother says they are for all people – all nations.

To exclude Catholic prayer (the rosary) or symbols from the Ministry and ecumenical shrine would be to say Catholics must not be part of the ecumenical movement. This would be contrary to the local Bishops’ efforts at ecumenism and the Holy Father’s ecumenical efforts, as well.

All people and all nations are welcome to come and pray with us.

We do not, nor have we ever sought affiliation with the Diocese of Cleveland. As an ecumenical ministry, we do not seek their approbation.

-------------------------------

December 12, 2003
Midnight Service at United Hearts Shrine
Feast of Our Lady of Guadalupe
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Our Lady is here as Refuge of Holy Love. She says: “Praise be to Jesus.” (She smiles and nods Her Head, greeting the people.)

“I come today with a sad heart. My dear, dear children, centuries ago when I appeared on Mt. Tepeyac in Mexico as Our Lady of Guadalupe I came to convert the pagan Aztecs. The sign of My coming was welcomed and accepted by the Bishop, and the good I came to accomplish was brought to fruition. Today, My visits are not welcomed by hierarchy in many places around the world. The fruits are hidden under a cloud of disapprovals and condemnations.”

“My coming to you here tonight, as in all of Heaven’s interventions, is for God’s purpose, not My own. The heart of My Son’s Church on earth has been pierced by a sword. There is division where there must be unity. The Tradition of Faith is challenged by those who would have her embrace liberalism. The Church will never be united under the torn and tattered umbrella of liberalism which condones certain sins. Jesus sends Me to give you the way of unity which is My Mantle of Love. Under My Mantle, I will protect you from the enemy and take you into My Immaculate Heart. Herein, find the unity the Church seeks. Herein is righteousness.”

“As in my Heavenly interventions at Guadalupe, I come, My dear little children, to protect you and lead you away from paganism. I have come to place on your hearts the seal of the true faith. The ongoing battle in this Diocese is not about ‘ecumenism’ or even the authenticity of My Heavenly visits. It is just another arena where the war between good and evil is being waged. This is the war between liberalism and the Tradition of Faith.”

“My dear little children, I have not come to you to demand approvals or even to seek them. I am here to uncover evil and bring light to darkness so that you will
not be tricked by opinions or misled by those who oppose Me. I come to bring all people and all nations under My Mantle of Love where there is no conflict, terror or sin. The Heart of My Son cries out for Justice. Do not persuade His Arm of Justice to fall by condoning sin with your silence. Do not find compassion in your hearts for those who live sinful alternate life styles. God’s mercy does not fall upon the arrogant, but the repentant. Remain faithful to the laws of Holy Love."

“Today the wind of controversy blows through the Church and the world at large, bringing with it confusion and compromise. Do not fear, but let the Flame of My Heart which is Holy Love draw you back on the path of righteousness. The Flame of Holy Love offers a universal call to conversion, holiness and sanctity to every heart—each soul. My Son will not be outdone in His generosity. He offers His love to one and all through the Heart of His Mother. When you surrender to My call He will give you all you need, and more in return, through Holy and Divine Love.”

“My dear, dear little children, I have come—your Heavenly Mother is here. I come to give you peace and to give you the grace of My Heart. Understand, My children, that your Heavenly Mother has prepared for you the greatest graces and strengths—all that you need sufficient to overcome your most powerful enemies. My children, My Hands are filled with your petitions and My Heart is filled with love for you tonight.”

“Continue to pray, pray, pray. Your Heavenly Mother is praying with you and blessing you with My Blessing of Holy Love.”

------------------------------------------

December 19, 2003
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus. I have come to help you and all people to realize why these Messages on Holy and Divine Love are indeed ecumenical.”

“The heart of the Message—love God above all else and your neighbor as yourself—strikes at the heart of sin. Every sin is a transgression against Holy Love. Sin is not peculiar to one segment of the population. Satan tempts every heart. The soul can only willingly embrace evil when he loves the sin more than God and neighbor.”

“At Fatima the peace of the world was entrusted to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. Please note this was not the peace of the Catholic world, but the whole world. Since the Immaculate Heart of Mary is Holy Love, understand that the peace of the world has been entrusted to Holy Love.”
“Our Lady is Queen of Heaven and Earth, Queen of the Universe, and Her Immaculate Heart—Holy Love—is beckoning all people, all nations to be reconciled with God and with one another.”

December 26, 2003

Public

An angel comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus. Heaven has sent me with this prayer:"

“Heavenly Father, turn Your benevolent gaze towards us. Place all people—all nations—in your Paternal Embrace. Inspire every heart to live according to Holy Love, for this is the way of true peace. Amen.”

Angel says: “This is an ecumenical prayer for peace.”

November 12, 2004

Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.” I have come to help you understand the quest of this Mission.”

“Just as My Mother dressed My Wounds when I was laid in the sepulcher, so too, is She dressing the wounded heart of the Church today and in this present moment. My Mother is using this Message of Holy and Divine Love as a healing balm upon the open wounds of the heart of the Church. She has formed the Missionary Servants of Holy Love as a means of calling all people into a universal and ecumenical effort—the faith of the Church.”

“The more this balm of Holy and Divine Love is spread, the quicker the healing victory.”

April 5, 2006

Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, today I address you as My ‘Remnant Faithful.’ I ask you to safeguard the Tradition of Faith as the truth which is passed down through the authentic lineage of popes. There is much confusion in this age—confusion
brought about by the liberalists who are fond of using Vatican II as their scapegoat.”

“Be certain you are listening to the truth in all matters of faith and morals. Do not allow yourselves to be misled. Where salvation is concerned, you cannot be too careful. It is you, My Faithful Remnant, that must lift the cloud of Satan’s deceit and bring the light of truth to the forefront.”

“Once again I come for all people—all nations. Because this is a salvific message, it is ecumenical and universal in its essence. Do not be mistaken to think that the Refuge of My Mother’s Immaculate Heart is given just to some or a few. The Refuge of Her Heart is for all. It is Holy Love. Therefore, I come today to help you to see that every heart is being called into this sacred Refuge with great urgency.”

“Do not think that you can skip this precious first step in your personal holiness and jump right into Divine Love, which is My Sacred Heart. It is only through the intercession of My Mother’s Heart all souls can enter and imitate Divine Love. My Mother prepares each heart by purging the greatest iniquity from the soul through the Flame of Her Most Pure Heart. No one enters Divine Love who does not imitate Holy Love.”

“It is presumption and self-righteousness that urges souls to think they are more virtuous and holy than they are. This is why you must pray every day, even hourly, to accept truth and humility in your own heart. Satan has spread a blanket of confusion over the world. For this reason, most are not even aware of the real path they are following.”

“Moral degeneration, terrorism and violence are now common—hardly even newsworthy. As My Faithful Remnant, I urge you to pray for an awakening of the difference between good and evil in every heart.”

“My brothers and sisters, you must know that there are evil plots in hearts in distant parts of the world not connected with the Western world. You can pray against this, for it is always disordered self-love which leads to such pride and arrogance.”

“Today We are blessing you with Our Blessing of the United Hearts.”


--------------------------------------------------
January 21, 2007  
Public

As I (Maureen) was praying in my prayer room, a large Flame appeared. Then I heard a voice that said:

“I am God the Father. All praise be the Most Holy Trinity.”

“See that I am the God of All Truth. It is only through truth a soul can reach eternal salvation. Understand, My messenger, that the war between good and evil is really a war of truth against Satan’s lies.”

“You can understand this most clearly by looking at church and world politics. In these two arenas, Satan portrays truth as the freedom to choose sin according to the dictates of your conscience. But the decision of a conscience cannot stand against the Deposit of Faith. Man-made civil laws cannot justify the breaking of My Commandments. Your only justification for any action is the Law of Love which I set before you in these Messages.”

“Once again I tell you, I have come to unite My children in the truth. It is mankind who separates and divides when he opposes the truth. This is the subtle wedge.”

“Understand that the enemy knows no boundaries according to position or title, but attacks all people and all nations. This is why I exert an ecumenical effort here to attract all people and all nations to the truth of Holy and Divine Love.”

“Make this known!”

July 5, 2007  
Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation  
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

Jesus: “Today I have come to gather My flock in Holy and Divine Love. My brothers and sisters, evil is uniting towards the common goal of controlling the world. Their impetus is hatred. You, My brothers and sisters, must—as children of the Light—be united in Holy and Divine Love. Let love of God and neighbor be the motive of your unity so that God’s Divine Will can establish the kingdom of the New Jerusalem in the world.”

“Do not be divided as to certain beliefs, but see each other a brother and sister—children of God—children of the Light. It is Satan who desires your division and
suggests that you focus on your differences. I call you into My Heart of Divine Love where all are one and united.”

“If you love each other as I love you, then you will not fear My call. You will not be discouraged by the term ‘ecumenical,’ but see it as My call to be united in love.”

“The enemy’s stronghold is in hearts that do not love. Therefore, you, My dear brothers and sisters, must be examples of Holy and Divine Love in the world. It is one way of spreading these Messages.”

“The only way to lasting peace and perfect unity is through the Divine Will of the Eternal Father. My Father’s Will is Holy and Divine Love. So called ‘religions’ or organizations that dictate secret agendas or acts of violence are not of God, but of Satan. Know this and believe it. Your unity in love is your weapon.”

“I desire that you understand that I am openly calling you into an Army of Love. If you are not for Me, then you are against Me. Respect My call to you and respect one another from conception to natural death. I come to you so that My Army of Love will increase in numbers, and be strengthened in love by accepting My call.”

“Do not think that you have a better way through some clandestine call. My goals are accomplished in the Light of Truth. You cannot accomplish any good outside of the truth.”

“I come calling, pleading for your solidarity and positive response to My call. Be united in Divine Love. Do not wait for the lofty approval of someone else to tell you it is okay to respond to Me. I tell you, evil forces are not awaiting approvals to gain power in hearts.”

“Please understand, I am calling you, not to be hidden but to openly proclaim your commitment to Holy and Divine Love, for this, My dear ones, is the Triumph and the Victory.”

“If you are listening to Me, you will not be dissuaded by the swirl of controversy Satan has set in motion around this Mission, the Messages and the messenger. If you are listening to Me, you will not be confused by the term ‘ecumenical,’ which by definition, is not exclusive, but all-inclusive. Realize today that I am here to draw you together in love, not to separate and divide.”

“Today I remind you—not to choose to be part of My Army of Love—is to choose. You must be with Me. There is a battle going on in hearts—a spiritual battle—between good and evil that most do not recognize. I am appointing each of you who live according to these Messages to be recruitment officers for this Army of Love, by spreading the Messages, by praying the Rosary of the Unborn; for this, too, is a way of bringing souls to Me.”
Blessed Mother says: “I am placing all your petitions in My Son’s Most Sacred Heart today. Be encouraged and live in hope.”

Jesus says: “We’re blessing you now with Our Blessing of the United Hearts.”

------------------------------------------------

August 12, 2007
Public

"I am your Jesus, born Incarnate."

"My child, please understand that My goal is to win souls over to this spiritual journey. It does not concern Me what label, or if any label, is placed upon peoples’ response to the call to personal holiness. The arguments in the world today against My call, center on labels--is it approved--is it ecumenical?"

"I am calling everyone, and excluding no one, from the journey through Our Hearts. I offer the Confraternity as a vehicle to this end, for the sacraments strengthen and assist the soul in the journey. Do not squabble amongst yourselves as to how to make the journey, or as to who can make the journey. Only follow Me!"

------------------------------------------------

January 27, 2008
Ecumenical Prayer for Unity Amongst All People

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, realize the importance of Holy Love planted in the heart, growing and blooming like a plant reaching towards the sun. All peace amongst people and nations must arise from Holy Love in the heart. Just as this is so, all unity amongst people and all nations must arise from Holy Love in the heart; otherwise it is superficial, pretentious and only for show. Those who criticize us for being ecumenical do not realize the value of each soul. Forgive one another so that Holy Love can come to fullness in your hearts.”

“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

------------------------------------------------

January 28, 2008
Feast - St. Thomas Aquinas
10:00 A.M.

St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Today I have come to help the world to see that what opposes this Ministry
speaks of the times in which you live. In Jesus’ day, it was the Pharisees who opposed His message of love. In these days, it is the same pharisaical spirit that opposes these Messages of Holy and Divine Love. How sad that such a treasure—such a simple solution to earth’s woes—should be summarily dismissed.”

“The very ones who should embrace this Mission are opposing it. Satan has inspired them to use the term ‘ecumenical’ against us. Yet, the Holy Father himself is in support of ecumenism. Their real motive is to destroy, not to investigate through discernment inspired by the Holy Spirit. What hypocrisy! They seek to destroy the ones who pray for them—the ones who seek unity in the Church and amongst all people and all nations. They oppose us because they cannot control the Messages or the messenger.”

“The good news is Heaven has given you insight as to their agenda, dear messenger. The Mission will not succumb to Satan’s traps. We must continue to be ecumenical until Jesus returns in victory. We must not fear anyone, but proceed with courage. When evil is exposed, it is weakened.”

11:30 A.M.
St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Once again I come to reiterate that any investigative commission convened to study these Messages in this Diocese would be perfunctory.* Those who oppose us do not live by the truth, but by their own agenda.”

* to get rid of - pretense - done without care or interest - superficial - indifferent
I look up to see the Cure D'Ars once again. He says, "Forgive the intrusion. I like your dress, for it is modest." (I had been concerned it was too long.) He goes on. "I have come to describe to you the perfect Cardinal, Archbishop, and Bishop. Such a one is completely loyal to the present Holy Father. He does not support heresy but confronts it. He is not politically motivated nor concerned with popularity within Church ranks or in the world. He is a shepherd standing for Church tradition and truth."

"I come to you so that those who are listening will be able to recognize good and discern evil." He blessed me and left.

----------------------------------------------------

Our Lady floats towards Me in gray (the color that indicates war). She is holding in Her hands a heart that seems to be broken in two. She says: "I come in praise of Jesus. My daughter, this heart that you see torn apart is representing the heart of the Church. When I tell you that the Church will be victorious upon My Son's return, you must realize that before the victory comes the battle. The faith is under attack at this time, which is why I came to you as Protectress of the Faith and why I have been proclaimed Guardian of the Faith in another area of the world."

"The heart of the Church is embattled, for many have chosen to make their own consciences a false pope. They pick and choose and decide for themselves on matters of faith and even dogma. What is more confusing is that such as these continue to label themselves Catholic. They are not!"

"The faith has been set down for you through the ages. The deposit of faith is not open for discernment and judgment, only belief. My daughter, I hold both halves of this heart in My hands. The Church will be united once again through free will. Now it lies divided through false conscience. All that is false will be brought to light."

Now I see two rays of light coming out of Her Heart and pulling the heart back together.

"Consciences that are well-formed in the grace of My Heart - wills that embrace Holy Love - will win out. Pray, pray, pray."
August 12, 1998
Monthly Message to All Nations

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: "Praise be Jesus. The needs here are many and varied today, but I invite you to pray with Me for those who oppose the Mission of Holy Love in their hearts."

"My dear children, as the millennium draws near, many seek answers and many think they know about future events. But, I invite you to realize that Scripture has it, no one prophesizes perfectly.* Further, I invite you to discover the truth of Holy Love in the present moment. While you worry for the future, you have missed the grace of the present."

"This much I reveal to you. A great shadow of suffering has, and will, pass over this country. But it shall not rest upon it. This is because of your prayers and sacrifices, and in reward for the benevolent nature of your nation towards other countries less fortunate. But, I tell you, formulas and schemes have been shared during this decade with nations that do not understand their potential. Trust has been placed in those who are untrustworthy. Therefore, I call you once again to a renewed spirit of prayer and sacrifice. There are many scheming hearts in your world who have not been reconciled to God."

"Dear children, I have come to you so that you will understand how important your free will is. You can follow Satan into the world, or you can choose to be united to Me through the Refuge of My Immaculate Heart. Satan calls you along the road of deceit and confusion. The path I call you upon is joy, peace, and love. To choose one, you must give up the other. You cannot live in Holy Love and live in sin at the same time. Each one knows best what he must abandon in order to follow Me into the Heart of My Son."

"Dear children, it is not necessary that you believe My presence is here in order to be saved; but I caution you, you must live in Holy Love in order to reach salvation. Holy Love, which is to love God above all else and your neighbor as yourself, is gospel, irrefutable, and not subject to your discernment. Therefore, I come to invite you along the path of holiness through Holy Love. But I do not pull or push you. I wait for you to decide. When you come to Me with your heart open, I will embrace you. Dear children, I am always loving you."

The United Hearts Blessing is given.

*I Corinthians 13, 9-10  For our knowledge is imperfect and our prophecy is imperfect; but when the perfect comes, the imperfect will pass away.

----------------------------------------------------
December 9, 1998

Our Lady comes as Refuge of Holy Love. She is seated on a throne and in a pink light. She says: "Praised be Jesus. My angel, today I come to you once again seeking reconciliation between all people, all nations, and God. As I have revealed to you, judging each other is the first step to unforgiveness. Now please understand, the last step in unforgiveness, that is the most unmerciful outward sign against another, is persecution. The unborn are persecuted in the womb for who they are and what they will become. Races and nationalities are persecuted in much the same way. The Church and other religions face an ongoing battle against persecutors. I, Myself, am persecuted by those whom I love. Persecution is unloving, unforgiving, unaccepting, misunderstanding, and uncompassionate – all taken together as one."

"It should not surprise you, then, that My missionaries and seers are also considered fair game for Satan's persecution. Much evil is accomplished in the name of discernment. Discernment needs to be accomplished through prayer and openness to the truth. Some take pride in opposing the ones I use. This is persecution as well."

"All wars and insurrections begin in judging, then unforgiveness, and finally, persecution."

"See, then, what an unkind act unforgiveness is. See what it leads to. It leads to hate – the opposite of Holy Love."

"Please search your hearts today, My children, for any area of unforgiveness, of judging, or persecution. I am blessing you."

**LESSON ON UNFORGIVENESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding fault</th>
<th>Compassion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judgment</td>
<td>Compassion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unforgiveness</td>
<td>Compassion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persecution</td>
<td>Compassion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate</td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
April 14, 1999

Jesus comes in red and white. He says: "I am Jesus, Redeemer and King, born of the flesh. I have come to celebrate with you today this time following My Resurrection. Understand, redemption came to you through My obedience to the cross – the will of the Father."

"So today let us discuss obedience. To understand obedience, first understand disobedience. Disobedience is self love, for the soul loves his own opinion more than God’s opinion, more than the Church’s opinion, more than the opinion of his superior that God has placed over him."

"The soul is disobedient that does not obey the commandments. Tantamount to all the commandments is the law of Holy Love, for it embraces all the others."

"The soul is disobedient that challenges Church law – even if it is in the heart alone. This would include Church dogma, all Church rulings on birth control, women priests, married priests, annulments, forgiveness of sins and My Real Presence in the Eucharist."

"Today there is much confusion about these things. Some judge in the name of discernment. Even My Mother’s apparitions are rash-judged. It is not against canon law to visit these sites before they are investigated and found worthy."

"Now let Me tell you about obedience. When you obey those in authority over you, you are always accomplishing God’s Holy and Divine Will. Obedience is like the sail of a ship, which carried along on the breeze of self-surrender sails safely into port. Or it is like the shoe on your foot which goes where the will directs it. Obedience is a refuge – a mantle of grace. It is a shadow of the soul’s humility. It is difficult for the proud to be obedient."

"Come to Me and I will assist you in this and all the virtues. I love you. I will bless you."

April 23, 1999

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here. Blessed Mother says: "Praise be to Jesus."

Jesus: "I am your Savior, Jesus Christ, born Incarnate. My brothers and sisters, I am with you tonight to invite you to submit to three requests:

1. I invite you to pray for the Church, which is in turmoil.
2. Spread the message concerning the National Day of Prayer on May 31st. Tell 10 people each week. If each of you do this, the message will multiply and bear fruit.

3. And lastly, I invite you to pray for this mission, which is moving forward rapidly in hearts and in the world. Pray for the discernment of all those involved, and pray that the power of the gifts that have been given here are made known throughout the world and accepted as truth."

The United Hearts Blessing is given.

-----------------------------------------------

**June 28, 1999**

"I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to speak to you about the virtue of love. Holy Love is, as you know, the two great commandments: love God above all else and your neighbor as yourself. It is the embrace of all Ten Commandments. Holy Love is the Immaculate Heart of My Mother. It is the Divine Will of God."

"Holy Love can be likened to the sun, which spills its rays over the earth enlightening the shadows of darkness. It is like the keys to the kingdom I entrusted to My apostle Peter. It is the door to My Sacred Heart and union with Divine Love."

"Holy Love is the harmony between man, nature, and the Creator. It is the interpretation of the law and the means of all sanctification."

"The will of man must choose Holy Love. It is not open to debate, and stands undaunted in the face of discernment. Holy Love cannot be judged, for it is the judge."

"Holy Love is offered in every present moment and follows the soul into eternity."

"You will make this known."

-----------------------------------------------

**August 13, 1999**

*2nd Friday Service to Pray for Priests*

Blessed Mother and St. John Vianney are here. They both say, "Praise be to Jesus." A personal message was given.

St. John Vianney: "My brothers and sisters, pray for priests to pursue the virtue of simplicity. Through this virtue they will think, speak, and act only to please God,
to Jesus through Mary. One of the fruits of this virtue is discernment. I'm praying with you. I extend to you tonight my priestly blessing."

December 2, 1999

"Thank you for listening to Me and discerning your needs as opposed to your wants. I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. For you I have chosen the path of abnegation so I can draw you into the deepest chamber of My Heart. Those who desire to follow you must choose as well the same path. The deepest chamber of My Heart holds no entry for those who are full of self-interest. Some give up many things in the world, but alas! They are never able to surrender to Me their opinions. They consider themselves always in the right. Some give to Me everything, even their opinions, but choose to hang onto their reputation with others."

"But I rejoice and take delight in the little soul, the one who is like a little child - who believes easily, always trusts in Me, and gives Me everything."

"I withdraw from souls who trust too much in themselves and their own efforts. These are the ones who come to Me only as a last resort. I delight in the ones that know their own weakness and depend on Me. To such as these the door to My Heart opens wide, and I defend them in the midst of trials."

"Rejoice in this. Make it known."

January 5, 2000

Monthly Message to All Nations

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here. Their Hearts are exposed. Blessed Mother says: "Praised be Jesus."

Jesus: "I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Many people come here and are drawn to this site of predilection because of the special exterior graces abundant here – the Heavenly lights, the sign of life in the statue of My Mother’s Sorrows, the many healings, and miraculous photographs. All these and more are given, not in and of themselves, but to attract souls to the reason behind the apparitions, that is, the message itself. Some come only for what they can receive from Heaven, but refuse to give to Me their hearts."

"It is through this message of Holy and Divine Love Heaven swings open the doorway to salvation. It is through this message the innermost chambers of My Heart are revealed."
"It is in living this message mankind is reconciled with his Creator. It is in spreading this message the world moves closer to the triumph of Our United Hearts and the New Jerusalem."

"If you remain unconvinced by what you see and feel here, I tell you, you have come with a desire in your heart to disbelieve. This wounds Me. It wounds the Heart of My Mother. Such a predisposition is not from Heaven."

"There are other hearts that greatly offend Me as well. These are the hypocritical hearts who read all the messages but do not act on them. They do not live the message of Holy and Divine Love."

"Then, there is the heart who in the name of discernment refuses to believe. Discernment is gathering all the facts and basing a conclusion on the truth. But do not jump to conclusions on hearsay. Do not rash judge not knowing the message I have come here to lay bare. My sole purpose for spreading favor here is the message of Holy and Divine Love. Allow this message to come into your hearts and your lives."

"My brothers and sisters, this is how I desire you come to this prayer site: with your hearts open and your free will surrendered to the Divine Will of My Eternal Father."

"Be ready to make changes in your lives and in your hearts as your consciences are convicted as to your spiritual weaknesses. I am ready to pour more grace into every heart than could ever be anticipated, when they come thus prepared."

The United Hearts Blessing is given.

----------------------------------------------------

February 19, 2000

"I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Today, I have come to discuss with you the topic of discernment. Discernment is a gift of the Holy Spirit which follows the virtues of prudence and wisdom. It is deeper than these two and can be likened to instinct in nature. Animals, birds, and fish are born with instincts which help them survive in the wild. These instincts also dictate behavioral patterns such as the swallows' return to Capistrano every year."

"In the spiritual realm, discernment is a necessity in distinguishing good from evil. Many never obtain the depth of this virtue. They mistake evil for good and vice versa. Discernment – to be real – comes from deep within the soul. It cannot be fingered or indexed. It is a feeling from within. It is not unlike viewing several fine paintings, but feeling from within that one is better than all the rest because it is painted in a more skillful, masterly way."
"Discernment mounts from many spiritual experiences. There is danger then, when someone presumes they have discernment because they have other gifts, or thinks they have other gifts. Many have been led astray in this way. Many who should have this gift, because they are in positions of authority, do not."

"Discernment is not synonymous with authority. It is not rash judgment based on leaping to conclusions. It is an opinion based on sifting out the truth from falsehood. It is like a ship's compass holding the vessel on course. Discernment keeps your soul on track of good."

"This is a rare gift, given with love and care by God to the humble-hearted."

"You will make this known."

November 25, 2000
Conversation with Divine Love

"I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. You have had many distractions in your life which you chose instead of Me. But I have come so that you may know that nothing befalls you that I am unaware of. The Flame of My Heart stands ready to consume every burden and petition and reduce it to ashes. Thus do I present them to My Father. In such a humble state His Will is meted out upon them. Therefore, do not dwell on that which My Heart has already consumed."

"Allow Me to take dominion over your heart and with burning love envelop your soul. I am unable to reach most hearts in such a way or to even express My desire to do so. You, My child, must make known this passion of My Heart – the passion I long to show all humanity."

"The battle your country is engaged in over votes is representative of the battle that is waged each day and every moment in every heart. I speak of the battle between good and evil. As in this election, most people do not see the opponents as good versus evil, but see issues as an end in themselves. Every decision is based on good versus evil. Holy Love is the means by which you discover good and see that which is evil. To the undiscerning this is not easy. Values often become ambiguous due to self will and inordinate self love. But the Flame of My Mother's Heart which is Holy Love lays all bare."

"Now I will bless you with My Blessing of Divine Love."

----------------------------------------------------
January 2, 2001
Public

"I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. My messenger, know and understand this. True discernment does not come through the intellect. It is a gift I place in the heart. Just as with any virtue, there can be a false imitator of the true virtue. In discernment this is recognized as pharisaical interpretation of the truth. False discernment is easily accepted by a person who depends on his own intellect for answers instead of the Holy Spirit. Such a one may pride himself on his intellect and/or his virtue."

"The truth of what I reveal here bears the responsibility of making it known."

----------------------------------------------------

April 5, 2001
Monthly Message to All Nations
This message was given in multiple parts

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: "Praise be to Jesus."

Jesus: "I am your Jesus, born Incarnate and Author of all life. I come to testify to the truth which is the message of Love, the Chambers of My Heart. Who could endeavor to imagine an age which would destroy life in the womb - a creation of God - and at the same time attempt to 'create' life by way of science. Nations that adopt such an arrogant course of action are persuading the Arm of Justice down upon them."

"See that Divine Provision and Protection are as great as your love for Me. But the ones who begin to trust only in themselves will find Divine Assistance lessened. It is then every sort of unnatural event is permitted to occur. You must pray for the welfare of your planet which has fallen out of harmony with God. If people understood the course of their decisions, they would turn to Me. But I do not seek any heart out of fear, but out of love."

"I come as the Good Shepherd to call My sheep away from the edge of the abyss. Turn away from sin and choose righteousness. This age, more than any other, will be given its measure of grace and saints-Yes! saints, martyrs of Love, bastions of truth, defenders of the faith. The tenderest of My Mercies now fall upon mankind, and the Stream of My Justice begins to flow."

"Oh, how I yearn to wash each soul in this Fountain of Divine Love that is My Heart. Oh, how I long for each soul to taste and know that My Mercy and Love are One. Understand that Satan has made a certain and particular target of this message, and especially those who are attracted to it. He comes clothed in doubts and criticism. He comes clothed in judgments and disguised as
discernment. But to the true apostles of Love, he is easily discovered and his plans laid bare. This is a message meant to free the sinner from bondage. Therefore, see that the supernatural enemy of this mission must be evil in its various disguises and subterfuges."

"I have come today to establish a new covenant in the world, one of Love, firmly rooted in the Divine Will of My Eternal Father."

"To hear this message bears with it the weight of personal conversion, for WHO can enter paradise outside the Divine Will."

"Today we bless you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts."

---------------------------------------------

June 4, 2001

"I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Discernment is a fruit of Wisdom. Wisdom is a gift of the Holy Spirit. Wisdom and the fruit it bears are counterfeit when they come from the intellect and not the heart. Wisdom can have its root in evil or good depending on the source that the soul accepts it from."

---------------------------------------------

December 10, 2001

Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: "Praise be to Jesus. I have come today to help you understand spiritual blindness. This is a form of pride fanned by Satan’s deceit. The enemy encourages this type of pride. He places a veil over hearts so that they are unable to distinguish the presence of grace in their midst. In such cases the soul’s thoughts become convoluted. He even sees good as evil, and evil as good. He has distorted hearing, extracting falsehood from truth. It is not long until spiritual envy consumes his heart. This type of jealousy bears with it rash judgment. But the soul views his rash judgments as discernment, for his thinking has become so convoluted."

“The spiritually blind miss all the graces around them. They are easily led to apostasy, heresy, discouragement and even despair. They openly challenge the faith they once had. Often they are full of unforgiveness and, therefore, do not trust in God’s Mercy and forgiveness."

“If they should witness or hear of miracles, they are quick to discount them. They believe deep within that such things could never happen because they do not happen to them. For this reason, profound messages fall on deaf ears.”
“There is attendant to spiritual pride a spiritual sloth. Subconsciously they know that if they opened their hearts to the grace all around them, they would have to change interiorly. The spiritually blind are the compromised. These are the ones responsible for abortion. These are the ones who believe themselves to be Catholic, but challenge Church hierarchy. These souls miss the call to holiness that is the vocation of all souls. It is a chilling truth that they are answering Satan’s call to perdition.”

“This lesson uncovers the enemy where he lies hidden in hearts. Make it known.”

January 17, 2002

Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus. I have come to confirm to you that there is a distinct difference between admonishing the sinner which is a spiritual work of mercy, and criticism. The first arises as a loving warning designed to build up the body of Christ. Criticism is a judgment which rises from a tumultuous heart and bears the fruit of disunity. Criticism forms in a heart not seeking the welfare of its target, but imagining motives of actions and accepting these as truth. The heart that does not recognize this negative criticism as an evil inspiration is easily deceived in believing his criticism is an admonition designed to build up rather than tear down.”

“There is a fine line of discernment here, but a vast difference in the fruits of each action. A loving admonition can be easily accepted and acted upon. A negative criticism wounds and fosters resentment.”

“This is why each soul must learn to act and speak only out of Holy Love.”

March 5, 2002

Monthly Message to All Nations

This message was given in multiple parts.

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come once again as a voice crying in the desert to tell you that the source of all evil is the lack of Holy Love in hearts. The travail that earth finds herself in is not confined by geographical boundary, but will soon prove to be a worldwide epidemic of hate.”
“This mission here of Holy and Divine Love holds the key to world peace, but first many events will occur. When it seems the heart of the world has become immune to righteousness, the victory is at hand. The victory will be Mine, and it will come through Holy and Divine Love. Each one who follows these messages must live them—not just know them. It is a responsibility you will be held accountable for at your judgment. Ask through prayer for the grace to be an apostle of love.”

“Today there continues to be much controversy and misunderstandings about this message of interior formation. It is Satan who promotes this, for the messages attack his kingdom in the world. It is important that each one prays for discernment and avoids idle talk about any apparition, for this may lead to rash judgment. If your discernment comes from Heaven, you will accept and begin to live these messages of Holy and Divine Love at once.”

“I invite each one to see that this same spirit of confusion that thwarts true discernment of these messages here has infiltrated the hearts of those who kill—supposedly in the name of God. There is only one God, and He is a God of Love. He commands that you shall not kill, but love thy neighbor.”

“Remember that Satan always clothes himself as good. He confuses the proud-hearted to believe in his good, and not to see his hidden agenda of evil. This is how he has infiltrated the Church—convincing officials to hide evil so that what appeared to be a solution was only an open door to more confusion and controversy. Remember, God is a God of Truth.”

“Today I have come to remind you that five years ago I sent My Mother to you with a profound warning of a pending disaster—a calamity unlike any other this country has known. Because of the faithful prayers of a few, the disaster was postponed and even mitigated. I tell you today, greater evils than this lurk in the hearts of men. Learn from history. The shadow of evil obscured in the radical hearts of a few can be thwarted by a sincere effort in prayer. Every present moment is a prayer opportunity. Grasp it!”

“My brothers and sisters, today I’m praying for the complete conversion of everyone present, and that once converted they carry this message of Holy and Divine Love to all that they meet. This is the greatest healing—the conversion of heart.”

“Please understand that every prayer said from the heart, every Communion received and Mass attended reverently results in a weakening of Satan’s kingdom forever. Each heart that is converted brings My Victory closer. Continue to pray from the heart.”

“Today We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
March 23, 2002

Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus. I thought you would never get here.” (I was delayed for various reasons.)

“When you are distracted by the affairs of the world or others’ problems, the Lord Jesus feels forsaken for He is no longer at the center of your heart.”

“But listen to what I have come to tell you. The intellect is a delicate thing. If it is governed by pride, it causes every kind of sin and error to come into the heart. This is how discernment crosses the line to judgment. It is how the guarding of reputation becomes more important than committing sin—sins of calumny, theft, abortion and manifold more.”

“The intellect must be tamed, just as a wild beast is tamed. The intellect must come under the rule of a humble, loving and simplistic heart. It is only in this way the soul which God created can be united to its Creator.”

“To advance in these virtues of humility, love and simplicity, the soul must ask the Lord for the grace of self-knowledge to see where he is failing in these virtues. Without the courage to do this, he will never conquer his disordered self-love which will motivate his thoughts, words and deeds.”

“It is only when the intellect and Holy Love in the heart work as one that the soul advances through the Chambers of the United Hearts.”

----------------------------------------------------

May 20, 2002

IN DEFENSE OF A TRUTHFUL MISSION

(James 3: 13-18)

Tonight, my brothers and sisters, I’m speaking to you as friends. I’m speaking to you from the heart. It has never been otherwise.

This mission is about prayer—first and foremost. We pray for world peace, the Blessed Mother’s intentions, priests and against abortion. We are also beginning charitable works—I might add—without funds, but trusting in Divine Providence.

It is hard to believe that with this as our agenda, we would have so many opponents. What is harder to believe is where the opposition originates from. But I guess that should not surprise us. If our Savior could suffer crucifixion at the hands of those He came to save, why should we expect no opposition?
Jesus looks only into the heart. He does not judge by exteriors. We have to try and imitate Him. We should not think that because someone is standing in front of a TV camera or speaking from a big office downtown, or even because he may be privileged to wear a roman collar, that what he says is true. How unfortunate!

The spirits of jealousy, insecurity, lying, control and ambition know no boundaries. They can reach any one of us if we do not let Holy Love stand guard over our hearts. If we want to find the truth, we must ask the Holy Spirit to fill us with His gift of discernment. Discernment does not come from the intellect, but from the heart. We will not be able to discern unless we have the heart of a child—that is, we have no hidden agenda, no guile or deceit. Everything we think, say and do, glorifies God. Then God will fill us with His Truth.

Discernment looks at the fruits of a person’s life or the life of a ministry. This ministry has tenaciously persevered in prayer despite opposition. When we were not allowed to pray in churches, we prayed in woods, parks and schools. Now that through Divine Providence we have a place to pray, people say, “Oh, but they collect money.” We, once again, cannot maintain the property God has given us on grace alone. But I’ll tell you this—if the thrust of our mission was money, the ceiling here in the prayer center would not be falling down on us.

How can anyone attack the Rosary of the Unborn—a beautiful gift from Heaven? Let our opponents prove that Our Lady lied when She said it would stop abortions. They can’t! When we were in Connecticut last week people told us that the unborn babies in the teardrops on their rosaries were turning pink. Thank you, Jesus! Someone had a one-decade rosary there laying on a counter that was broken apart and in need of repair. When we picked it up to fix it, it was already in one piece. Thank you, Jesus! (Read Luke 6: 37). We must forgive.

When Our Lady told us to look for property some years ago, I asked Her if we could look outside this Diocese. I told Her, “You know, Blessed Mother, we are not well-liked here.” She said, “Like it or not, we are here, and we are praying.”

So I say to all our opponents tonight, like it or not, we are here and we are praying.

(James 3: 13-18) “Who is wise and understanding among you? By his good life let him show his works in the meekness of wisdom. But if you have bitter jealousy and selfish ambition in your hearts, do not boast and be false to the truth. This wisdom is not such as comes down from above, but is earthly, unspiritual, devilish. For where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there will be disorder and every vile practice. But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, open to reason, full of mercy and good fruits, without uncertainty or insincerity. And the harvest of righteousness is sown in peace by those who make peace.”
June 5, 2002
Monthly Message to All Nations
This message was given in multiple parts

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here. Their Hearts are exposed. Blessed Mother bows towards the priests and Jesus raises His Hand and blesses them. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Today I have come to help you understand that the world will not find peace apart from Me—apart from the Divine Will of My Father Who sends Me—apart from Holy Love.”

“At the same time, mankind will not engage in war or acts of terrorism unless he cooperates with evil. The fruits of the Spirit are love, peace and joy. The fruits of evil are hatred, war and every type of anxiety and agitation.”

“Knowing this to be true, you may wonder why so many choose evil over good which is love. It is because the evil one knows how to clothe himself in goodness. He makes his choices seem attractive, pleasurable, secure. But once the evil choice is made, all of the pomp vanishes like so much dust in the wind, and the reality of his deceit is all that remains.”

“So many sink to their perdition or spend lengthy imprisonment in purgatory because they make hasty choices trying to make themselves look good to others. These motives are at the very core of war, violence and terrorism.”

“I tell you, mankind will continue to misuse the elements and resources of earth that My Father created and has given freely. This selfish misuse of God’s creation will be humanity’s downfall and disastrous destruction unless he redirects his free will and allows Holy Love to govern his heart.”

“This is why Heaven continues to pour out grace upon this Mission of Holy Love. This is why Satan has been foiled in his plans to destroy this mission under the guise of good—even discernment. This is why I will continue to shield you from the attacks and arrows of evil Satan aims at you. The arrows will be deflected and turn on the bowsmen.”

“My brothers and sisters, today once again I invite you to patient perseverance in the face of every opposition. You will be able to overcome obstacles in this way. Do not reject your crosses by complaining about them, but accept everything for the glory of God and His Kingdom. It is in this way that the triumph of Our United Hearts will be hastened.”

“Today We are blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
July 1, 2002
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus. Today the conscience of the world has become obtuse—that is, spiritually blind. It is as though a force has a stranglehold on the heart of the world preventing it from discerning evil.”

“All that grabs media attention—terrorism, violence, abortion, pedophilia, homosexuality, and even liberal feminism are evil spirits. Those who practice these things are cooperating with Satan. You will not read this in newspapers or hear it on TV, for the thrust is today to deal with the problem (if it is viewed as a problem), and not the cause which is evil itself.”

“How can the people of God combat the evil that has wrapped its tentacles around our society—even our churches and seminaries? Call it what it is. Do not be compliant with the evil by being silent or accepting terminology Satan inspires, like: alternate life style, planned parenthood, inclusive language, freedom of choice and more. Expose evil for what it is.”

“Pray the rosary—the weapon of choice against Satan. It is no accident that many who embrace these evil spirits also oppose the rosary. Make holy hours of adoration. Each holy hour weakens Satan’s kingdom. Have Masses said for those who cooperate with evil. The Mass is the most powerful prayer.”

“Most of all, do not be silent. Be a vocal force against Satan in the world today.”

September 5, 2002
Monthly Message to the Remnant Faithful
This message was given in multiple parts.

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to you to shepherd each and all into the Divine Will of My Father. For you, there is no other choice if you seek salvation. I tell you solemnly, the more the heart of the world moves counter to the Will of God—the more you will witness unnatural weather, hatred and violence—bizarre diseases and every type of economic crisis. The cities and empires that you build will not withstand that which the world rapidly moves towards.”

“Therefore, I tell you, it is each one’s duty to choose Holy Love in the present moment. Choose Holy Love for love’s sake, not out of fear. Perfect love begets trust in Divine Providence. Trust does not know fear.”
“Selfish love is the creation of pride. Selfish love creates a paganistic heart. Such a heart, in seeking its own advantage, abandons moral values in its quest for happiness. The result is every kind of convoluted thinking.”

“In every present moment remember that Satan is the father of lies. He can even draw the holiest person off the path of righteousness by making evil to appear good. It is the wise heart that does not trust his own discernment, but wisely evaluates each decision with the measure of Holy Love.”

“Once again I warn you that false gods—the gods of money, power, reputation and every form of sensuality—beget false virtue, false peace, and false security.”

“But more insidious than any of these is the division Satan causes within My remnant faithful. You must understand that spiritual pride is Satan’s weapon to divide and weaken My remnant. No grace is given to you to destroy another’s reputation. Therefore, do not judge in the name of discernment; nor should you flaunt any gift you may think you have. True gifts of the Spirit take root in the humble, loving heart.”

“Many of My remnant believe I am using them in certain instances when really they are being duped by Satan. The fruit their efforts bear is empty and false, just as the path they presume to follow is endless and without meaning.”

“But you will not be tricked if all your gifts, all your efforts and the path you pursue begins and ends in Holy Love. I seek out the little souls that desire to remain hidden—that do not prefer the spotlight. To these I confide the innermost thoughts of My Heart. These souls are the strongest fiber of My remnant faithful. These are My prayer warriors, My victims of love.”

“Please understand that it is adherence to Holy Love that allows each one to be part of My remnant faithful; for My remnant is bound together with the living cord of Holy Love.”

“If you give in to spiritual pride or spiritual envy (which invokes a mimicking spirit) you will surely slip from the grip of Holy Love. These two—spiritual pride and spiritual envy—leave division in their wake and have undermined some of My greatest works. A sign that those may be present in the heart is the soul’s desire for self-importance—for recognition—for any gift he desires or presumes he has. This is the point at which the soul stops being My instrument and becomes Satan’s tool. It is spiritual pride and spiritual envy that cause the misuse of genuine gifts.”

“So you can see how the virtues of love and humility are important fibers, not only in every soul but in My remnant faithful as well.”
“My brothers and sisters, today I come to inform you that each soul is given a moment of grace in which he knows in the depths of his heart that Holy Love is the path to salvation. He may not know it by name, but he understands the meaning of Holy Love in his heart.”

“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

October 16, 2002
Public

St. Margaret Mary Alacoque comes. She says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Child, once again I repeat and affirm what has been told to you before. True discernment comes to the humble and childlike heart. It is not given to the intellectually proud. In fact those who think they have discernment and take pride in it are most often brought low by their own mistakes. Discernment is not about just finding negatives and judging, but recognizing in the heart the spirit that is being dealt with.”

October 16, 2002
Public

St. Martin de Porres comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus. I have come to help you understand that discernment is not an intellectual gift, but a spiritual gift. The one that thinks discernment comes from the intellect has a spiritual illness. He is too dependent upon himself. Though the intellect may interplay with the spiritual in discerning, it is the spiritual enlightenment in the heart that discerns.”

November 25, 2002
BLESSED MOTHER’S TREATISE TO HER REMNANT FAITHFUL AND THE CONFRATERNITY OF THE UNITED HEARTS
(Given by Blessed Mother to Maureen.)

“Praise be to Jesus. My angel, this message must be carried into the world. Historically, the Church has been slow to move on private revelation, apparitions and the like. Discernment is good and necessary, but it should not stand in the way of the genuine. The Church needs to be open to the positive aspects of such phenomena instead of groping to find the negative.”

“Many important events and revelations have been squelched and defeated by this attitude. One of these was My title ‘Protectress of the Faith’ which was so timely and necessary. This title carried with it the grace to overcome the crisis of
faith your country now faces. Under this title I was ready to overcome Satan in hearts, in families, in communities and in the priesthood."

“Now I come to you under a new title ‘Refuge of Holy Love’. My faithful children have the power to carry this title into the world along with the title “Protectress of the Faith’. Do so! When you repeat ‘Mary Protectress of the Faith’ and “Refuge of Holy Love’, the enemy will flee. It will be your spiritual refuge in the troubles which lie ahead.”

“Your enemy is not a certain maniacal dictator, but Satan himself who seeks to destroy this planet and all on it. Therefore, you need your Heavenly Mother’s protection. Do not wait for sanctions and approvals. There is not enough time. Spread this message wherever you go.”

----------------------------------------------------

January 22, 2003
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Always, first and foremost, be obedient to the law of love. Recognize anything that opposes this law to be a temptation from the adversary. Understand that Satan rarely comes as himself, but most often under the guise of some good. This is why I tell you that Holy Love must prevail in every instance.”

“The one who has faith in Divine Providence through the virtue of Holy Love is the one I will protect. The ones who destroy others’ reputations under the guise of discernment—I do not recognize. I suffered the crown of thorns for those who have compromised consciences—most especially those within My own Church. Such facts can no longer be denied.”

----------------------------------------------------

May 13, 2003
Feast – Our Lady of Fatima

Our Lady comes as Our Lady of Fatima. She says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“My daughter, I am hemming the garment of grace that is this Mission in the world. Every last detail is falling into place. I am the seamstress, the thread - My grace. In the past I have patched and re-patched this garment, but today it is perfectly fitted and ready to be worn to the wedding feast.”

“Each one who comes to the site, uses the water or reads the Messages, will slip into this beautiful garment of God’s grace. Some will reject it and cast it aside as though it were a rag. Others will wear it and show it off with pride; but the garment will become soiled and torn through their own pride, doubts and false discernment.”

HolyLove
An Ecumenical Ministry and Shrine
“But, My daughter, there are some who will put on this garment and wear it forever, refusing to let anyone with soiled hands touch it. These are My apostles of love. These are the ones that will help Me ‘show off’ this elegant garment of grace to the world. These are the missionaries that will help Me to make it known.”

“This garment of grace that is My Mission through you is adorned with the finest jewels. But the greatest jewel and most perfect adornment is made of the persevering trustful surrender in the heart of the Mission itself. This jewel alone is worth more than the purest diamond or the greatest pearl. It catches the eye of Heaven and glitters as though it were a myriad of angels. It is the lasting jewel of grace placed in the most dominant place of the garment - over the heart.”

July 5, 2003
Monthly Message to The Remnant Faithful
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I am King of All Nations. My brothers and sisters, these are grace-filled times. But you must also realize that they are evil times, as well. Therefore, today I come seeking your consecration to Our United Hearts which are all grace, all mercy, all love and the truth itself. Be signs of this truth in the world.”

“I tell you solemnly that what brings nations to war against one another is all that opposes truth in hearts. Satan, Father of Lies, convinces people of false rights against their neighbors. He twists their thoughts and presents sin as a right. The Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Truth. When He speaks to hearts, He promotes peace and reconciliation. Today, it is important that souls recognize what spirit they listen to and act upon. The adversary promotes false and erroneous goals. The Holy Spirit promotes love and peace. You cannot follow both paths or listen and act upon both promptings.”

“Please understand, My brothers and sisters, that over and over I have sent My Mother into the world as peacemaker. Her mission is always the same—to reconcile free will with the Divine Will of God. The enemy of your salvation makes every attempt to confuse and discredit these apparitions. He clouds the crystal-clear Messages I place on My Mother’s Lips with false discernment. In the end much of what has been revealed and disbelieved will be borne out in truth. The storm of controversy will pass.”
“The freakish weather patterns in all parts of the world are the result of man’s disunity with his Creator, for every sin bears its evil fruit. Turn your hearts over to love of prayer and sacrifice. Make reparation to My Wounded Heart for all the error that is in hearts. Evil is fermenting in hearts today, readying its forces. You must oppose this by your efforts and through My grace. Hold dear to you all that is righteous. Oppose evil.”

“We now bless you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

----------------------------------------------------

May 14, 2004
Second Friday Service to Pray for Priests

St. John Vianney is here and says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“My brothers and sisters, today it is true vocations are attacked on many fronts, but always these attacks are against Holy Love in the heart. For while each person is called to holiness through pursuit of Holy and Divine Love, it is even more important for priests and seminarians.”

“Pray that priests have holy discernment to realize how they are being attacked, and to know which is good and which is evil.”

“Tonight I’m extending to you my Priestly Blessing.”

----------------------------------------------------

January 13, 2005
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“I have come to lay bare some of the enemy’s favorite ways to attack souls who are engaged in good works. It is not enough to verbally give God the credit. What matters most is what is in the heart.”

“The enemy makes these suggestions which are temptations to pride and the spirit of sanctimony:”

“—I am holy because God gave me such and such a cross. See how I suffer. See how well I carry my cross.”

“—God inspired me to do such and such because I’m so holy. I accomplished such and such better than anyone could have. God works through me.”

“—I have such and such a gift (discernment, healing, etc.). I am specially chosen and must let everyone know this so that I can use this gift.”
“Further I invite you to understand that trust in Divine Provision is second only to the virtue of Holy Love. For this trust not only reflects Holy Love present in the heart, but Holy Humility, as well. Through trust the soul can accept the Divine Will and surrender to it.”

“Make this known.”

---------------------------------------------

February 16, 2005
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“I have come to help you understand that often there is so much pride that is bandied about in the name of discernment. False discernment is really nothing more than judgment. True discernment is a gift of the Holy Spirit which comes through littleness and humility. It is only through holy littleness that the childlike soul can recognize Father, Son and Holy Spirit.”

“Many like to mimic discernment, but I invite you to see that the truly childlike soul does not stand on a soapbox making his judgments known to all.”

---------------------------------------------

June 13, 2005
“AN OPEN LETTER TO OUR OPPONENTS”

Blessed Mother is here as Mary, Refuge of Holy Love. She says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Dear children, you have chosen to oppose My work here at Holy Love. You are confusing discernment with rash judgment. I have come here to reconcile souls with their God. I come to renew hearts in the two great Commandments of Love. Do not listen to Satan’s lies. Do not encourage a spiritual pride which breeds self-righteousness. The Holy Spirit is a Spirit of Truth. True discernment is a gift that God alone can place in the heart. You must not presume to have this gift when you do not.”

“You ask for credentials from My messenger here proving her worthiness. You set up your own criteria with which to judge her interior life. Humility does not defend itself. I have instructed My messenger, in humility, not to defend herself, but to remain silent.”

“If you continue to persecute her after My warnings, do not seek My defense when you most need it. There is never a just cause to slander another,
calumnize, detract or rash judge (Jas. 3:6-18; 4:11-12). There is never a good and just reason to lie about another. Your position in church circles or the community does not change lies into the truth, or sin into virtue.”

“Do not oppose Heaven’s plans here. You will not win. I correct you always as a loving mother corrects her children. I await your loving response.”

August 3, 2005
Public DISCERNMENT

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“I have come to further describe to you the true gift of discernment. Many proclaim this gift, feign this gift, presume to have this gift. These are the ones to beware of. These are the ones who, in reality, have only spiritual pride.”

“True discernment is like a gourmet palate which, when introduced to a fine wine, recognizes and appreciates the depth and richness of it. The gourmet does not make a snap judgment. Rather, he savors the wine slowly, allowing it to interact with the sensitive taste buds—a gift God has given him. There is nothing superficial about the conclusion he draws concerning the wine. He does not base his conclusion on preconceived opinions, but on the experience of his own interaction with the wine.”

“How true this is in regard to spiritual discernment. So often pride is the judge, and the gift of discernment is not even present. Messages from Heaven must touch the soul. They must interact with the spirit. Like fine wine, they must be savored—their essence felt before a conclusion is drawn.”

“So much damage is done by those who proclaim faulty discernment. It is an important tool in the hands of Satan—a tool he uses freely to destroy much of Heaven’s work. It is only through pride he can succeed in this.”

“Peoples’ opinions are not the same as the gift of discernment, though they may be presented as such. Beware!”
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.” They’re looking around the room and smiling, particularly at the priests who have on their Roman collars.

Jesus says: “My brothers and sisters, today special grace is being passed to you through the Hands of My Mother. This grace will help you to recognize where you are on the path of Holy Love, and what you need to do to come deeper into Divine Love.”

“I have come to help mankind see that the path they are choosing—the path which is one of disordered self-love—is the one that Satan tempts you to choose. It is not a path that leads to eternal life.”

“Inordinate self-love bears bad fruit. It leads to oppression, war and the misguided use of technology. Self-love, when it is disordered, bears the fruit of a sensitive ego which does not accept criticism; unforgiveness which separates the soul from his Creator; and easy acceptance of the compromise of all truth which, in turn, leads the soul deeper into sin. The person who is deep into self-love only sees how every situation affects him personally. He is too selfish to nurture good acts, or to even be charitable in his speech towards others.”

“He uses the world’s goods and all his talents which I gave him at conception, towards his own personal profit. Do you wonder, then, at famine, poverty and unchallenged disease?”

“Your country now is engaged in a war which will not end until terrorism ends. It is a war of good against evil—truth against Satan’s lies. The war began in hearts and spread into the world. I have come once again into the world at this humble site to bring peace into hearts—peace which will come only through the truth of Holy Love.”

“Self-love keeps souls from realizing that they are cooperating with Satan. This is why I tell you—inordinate self-love is the root of the world’s problems today.”

“I invite all to comprehend that because the messages of Holy Love, which are one with the Mission, clearly define Satan’s defeat—the enemy has set himself against My work here.”

“Satan attacks the Message and My messenger through highly credible and the most unlikely sources. He does not come clothed in truth, but always in lies and convoluted reality. He appeals to the pride of false discernment.”
“You, My devout followers, must be wise as serpents and gentle as doves. Ask the Holy Spirit to help you to recognize where Satan is coming clothed in goodness. In the end the enemy will not prevail, for when he opposes the Mission, he opposes Me. Suffer these trials with the dignity of the martyrdom of love. I suffer with you, and I will be victorious with you.”

“Today We are blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

----------------------------------------------------

**September 27, 2005**
**Public**

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“Child, I call you ‘child’ for I see clearly your heart. Look at Me.” (He is showing me the wounds in His Hands.)

“The first nail was driven in by a pharisaical spirit—a spirit of self-righteousness and sanctimony. The second nail was driven in by a lying spirit—a spirit of convoluted truth.” (Now He shows me the wounds on His Feet.)

“This wound on this (r) foot was inflicted by a spirit of arrogance. My other Foot was pierced by a spirit of rash judgment, which is the same as false discernment.”

“Knowing this, how can your crucifixion be different than My own?”

“Did I mention the wound on My Side—the wound which pierced My Heart?” (He pulls back His garment to show Me His Heart.) “This wound was given to Me by those who believed the false opinions of the Pharisees. They were led astray by falsehood. They saw only the authority of those who spoke against Me, and not the error of their opinions versus the good news I came to preach.”

“This should give you hope in persevering, for My message was proclaimed worldwide despite obstacles.”

----------------------------------------------------

**December 29, 2005**
**Public**

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“Hide yourself in My Wounds. I have come to address all people about the spirit of perfectionism. This spirit is what promotes intolerance amongst people and
opposes Holy Love. Perfectionism carries with it negativity which seeks out error in every situation and in all others. It breeds self-righteousness, judgmentalism and false discernment."

“I desire souls look into their own hearts and recognize when they are slipping into acceptance of a perfectionistic spirit. Pray for a generous spirit that embraces humility of heart—a spirit that accepts others and prays for them—only correcting them when it is their duty to do so. The perfectionist tends to hang on to grudges, being unable to accept that he sees error in the hearts of others. This is when prayer for self is important.”

“So often people forget to pray for their own holiness and sanctification. My Mother has so many graces to give you, if you but ask. She wants to ‘mother’ you and lead you away from tendencies which block your path into the Father’s Will. Open your hearts.”

February 5, 2006
Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.” (A personal message was given.)

Jesus: “Today I have come to reassure you that the current path your country is taking towards overturning legalized abortion does not go unnoticed by Heaven. This nation stands as a leader amongst all nations. Many look towards a new era of peace. I tell you, the nation which returns to righteous values will be the one that leads all nations in a new era of peace, love and wisdom.”

“I speak of the wisdom to discern good from evil—the wisdom to avoid slavery to sin and to choose freedom in truth.”

“I desire very much that the heart of the world embrace, and be embraced, by Our United Hearts. It is only in this way that Holy Love will be able to bring to you the peace you desire—everlasting peace.”

“With Holy Love in your hearts, good should no longer oppose good. My apostles must be able to coexist in the world. Conflicts must be resolved through Holy Love. Do not establish barriers between you out of jealousy. Have compassion upon your fellow man. Accept difficulties as a challenge in virtue. Always forgive.”
“Further, I tell you, those who persevere in lies, calumnies and rash judgment against their fellow man, will not be successful in obtaining much needed graces, but will be confounded when they seek victory in the world.”

“I am the safeguard of the righteous and the champion of the downtrodden. Never despair or allow your hearts to be troubled, for I am with you.”

“My brothers and sisters, please realize that if there was no Holy Love in the world, the world itself would be annihilated through free will. Understand, then, that it is with great energies Satan is opposing this Ministry, the Confraternity and all that is associated with Holy Love. Do not lose hope, but be courageous.”

“We’re blessing you with Our Blessing of the United Hearts.”

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

February 26, 2006
Fourth Sunday Service to Pray for Unbelievers

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

Jesus: “My brothers and sisters, today as we pray for unbelievers, I invite you to understand that there are two groups of unbelievers that need your attention. The first group has never heard of the Messages, is uninformed and, therefore, you need to pray that the Messages reach more people.”

“The second group is the group that really concerns Me. They have read the Messages, and have chosen not to believe. Satan has encouraged them to use terms like ‘discernment’ falsely, and the term ‘obedience’ falsely. Certainly, many things have been misunderstood over the years, but these Messages have not taken on the form of disobedience, nor are they false in any way. You must think wisely with the help of the Holy Spirit, My brothers and sisters.”

“We today We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

March 22, 2006
Public
ST. MICHAEL
MESSENGER OF TRUTH

St. Michael comes and says: “All praise, honor and glory to the Lord Jesus Christ. You know me as Michael—Messenger of Truth.”

Holy Love
An Ecumenical Ministry and Shrine
“Tonight I come once again to let the truth shine as pure light and to dispel darkness. As such, I will speak without guile, for I do not come to stroke egos, nor to esteem position or rank in the world. It is the only way that Satan’s work can be revealed in its fullness, and where it lies hidden in hearts and behind title.”

“Today you know there are two churches which call themselves ‘catholic.’ One is run by Jesus Christ—Lord and Savior; the other is guided by Satan himself.” (Our Lady is now beside St. Michael as ‘Protectress of the Faith.’)

“The Church headed by Jesus is the One, True, Apostolic Faith which supports the Tradition of Faith handed down through the true lineage of popes. It is not compromised to please certain dissident groups. It does not support abortion, birth control, women priests or homosexuality. It is a faith which accepts the seven sacraments wholeheartedly, and firmly believes in the Real Presence of Jesus in the Holy Eucharist. It is loyal to the Pope.”

“The church of compromise accepts only certain points of truth and compromises other points. They may choose names like the ‘New American Catholic Church’ or ‘FutureChurch’ or others. Compromise of the truth is from Satan—always. The problem lies in the fact that the dissident ‘catholics’ do not leave the Church; instead, they continue to call themselves ‘Catholic’ and try to change the truth from within.”

“The average lay person must be forewarned then. Whole dioceses—even Chancery offices—have been taken over by Satan.* So then, when a well-meaning person calls for an official Church opinion about some matter, he may be given the truth or Satan’s lies.”

“You must open your eyes to see what is condoned within a certain diocese. Is the practice of New Age, occult practices, such as yoga or reiki, encouraged? Is there reverence for the Blessed Mother, or are vile images of Our Lady allowed to be displayed? Is there pagan worship of the goddess Sophia? Does the hierarchy speak out against certain groups, but refuse to follow through with actions? Is money and power at the center of hearts, or is God’s Law of Love?”

“I come to make these points, for in truth, no one can follow blindly now. He must, for the sake of his soul, discern what spirit he is following, and where the real truth lies.”

“Please make this known.”

*Footnote: The term “taken over.” Blessed Mother says: “I will give as an example how Satan has ‘taken over’ the entertainment industry. By this I mean that he has influenced every level of entertainment and made his expressions dominate throughout.”
“This is what St. Michael means in his message, that he (Satan) has ‘taken over’ dioceses, convoluting the truth on every level and pushing his agendas forward.”

April 26, 2006
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“I have come to help you better understand the pharisaical spirit, for it is this spirit that is most often embraced by unbelievers. The Pharisees, in Jesus’ day, were spiritually and intellectually smug. They believed their opinion was the only true opinion—their truth—the only truth. They placed great value on station and wealth, intellect and power. It took much arrogance to reach this level of pride.”

“Many of those who purport disbelief in all that takes place here are embracing, not the truth, but a pharisaical spirit. They may waste many precious moments trying to satisfy doubts instead of embracing, like a little child, the core of the Message of Holy and Divine Love. They may think the future of the Mission itself rests solely on their opinion of the Messages. Some trust only their own discernment, which may be just a rash judgment. Others believe the opinions only of those in authority, without regard for the truth.”

“This is why I tell you, to be spiritually little is like a safety net as you walk the tightrope of life. The spiritually little do not fall into the trap of pharisaical pride, but are able to humbly recognize truth from error. St. Michael’s Shield is a shield of spiritual littleness.”

August 6, 2006
Public

INTELLECTUAL PRIDE / PURGATORY

St. John Vianney says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Today I have come to help you realize just why intellectual pride is an attitude that holds souls in Purgatory for so long. This type of pride leads people to believe more in themselves and their own opinions than in the Holy Spirit who is Truth itself.”

“Intellectual pride results in false discernment, rash judgment, liberal theology and an obtuse spirit in examining their own conscience. Every heresy throughout history has been the product of intellectual pride. This type of pride leads the soul to believe he is always right—everyone who opposes him is wrong. In this same way, he closes himself off from constructive criticism.”
“Souls, in humility, must realize that all intellect comes from God alone, and is only lent to the person as a grace to be used for the greater honor and glory of God. It is so with any gift or talent. How foolish to consider it otherwise.”

“When the soul believes too much in himself, he begins to use what God has given him towards his own self-destruction.”

November 5, 2006
Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. They nod Their Heads, greeting everyone here in the room. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

Jesus: “Today, as always, I come to speak to My Remnant Faithful. The heart of the world is in turmoil, spurned and fed by aggressive self-love. I need My army of victim souls—those who choose Divine Victimhood with loving hearts—to appease My Most Wounded Heart in this hour of distress, which weighs the world down in sin and error.”

“So, today, the Father wills I come to you with this important revelation. While it is true that once past, the present moment is gone forever; it is also true that all humanity lives in the Eternal Now, for there is no time or space in eternity. Therefore, living in the present in the Eternal Now, you can give to Me all that you suffered in the past as redemptive grace for souls who travel the road to perdition. There are just two conditions. You must have been in a state of grace when you suffered the particular cross you now desire to give Me, and you must have suffered it with love.”

“This means every insult, every illness—even as an infant, if you were baptized at the time—every inconvenience, every embarrassment can now be given to Me as a gift! This increases and strengthens the arsenal of weapons I will use against evil in the world. All you need do is say, ‘Jesus, I give to You with love, all my past crosses.’ Then I will take even the smallest crosses, even the ones you do not remember, and use them to save souls. It is a great victory in the war against evil that I am able to tell you this today.”

“There are certain conditions which weaken your offering to Me of past crosses. One would be if the soul is not in a state of grace at the moment he offers to Me all past suffering. Another would be if he is assailed with doubts about the Message itself. But even these conditions which weaken the offering will not negate completely the total act of consecrating past crosses to Me. Instead, I will
inspire the soul to be properly disposed, and to offer these past crosses to Me again."

“You must understand what a great grace this is that I give to the world today. (He has a quiver of arrows over His Shoulder, and it seems the tips are flames.) With this arsenal I can reach the hearts of errant leaders and weaken their aggressive nature. You who offer Me these past crosses are helping Me to close the abyss between Heaven and earth, and to restore harmony between the Eternal Divine Will of My Father and man’s free will.”

“The only thing you lose forever in the present moment is that which is not loving. The only thing which you save in the Eternal Now is all that you think, say and do in Holy Love. Holy and Divine Love are eternal.”

“As more and more souls relinquish to Me all their past crosses—great and small—I am opening wide the First Chamber of Our United Hearts, the Heart of My Mother, which is Holy Love.”

“As more and more souls turn to Me by merit of the powerful force of this offering of past crosses, Satan’s attacks upon this Mission of Our United Hearts will be more easily discerned and readily thwarted. Therefore, understand that the more who offer to Me their past crosses in this way, the weaker Satan becomes. It is necessary that you comprehend this and with dispatch, propagate this Message. Many souls, many vocations, many marriages will be saved in this way.”

“The power of these sacrifices of past crosses from souls around the world will allow Me to stop wars, reveal evil that is nurtured under the cover of darkness, strengthen the Remnant and the Tradition of Faith, and calm erratic forces of nature. Perhaps, then, you see the significance of My words to you today.”

“My brothers and sisters, please understand that when you atone to the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, you also appease the Heart of the Divine Father. Thus, by offering Me the crosses in your past life, the circle is complete; the Hour of Mercy extends, and My Justice is delayed by the Will of God.”

Jesus extends His Hands out over the people and says: “Today We’re extending to you the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

-----------------------------------
January 18, 2007
Maureen had a vision of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trusting Soul</th>
<th>Soul Who Lacks Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Believes in God’s Love and Mercy upon him</td>
<td>Is unable to feel God’s Love and Mercy. Feels guilty over past sin. Trusts only human effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to illumination of conscience. Always seeks to improve. Welcomes criticism.</td>
<td>Is insulted when others suggest he has a fault. Defensive. Does not easily accept correction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tries to find good in others.</td>
<td>Is judgmental. Looks for others’ faults.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lack of trust is a pride which places human limitations on God. Such a soul does not accept whole-heartedly the messages, but judges, instead of discerns.

Outline of Satan’s Assault on Free Will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trusting Soul</th>
<th>Weak Soul</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Trust weakens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul is Protected from temptations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♥ --The Soul</td>
<td>♥ --The Soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtues deepen</td>
<td>Virtues weaken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embraces others with love and mercy</td>
<td>Temptations stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not show love and mercy to others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

------------------------------------------
January 21, 2007
Public

As I (Maureen) was praying in my prayer room, a large Flame appeared. Then I heard a voice that said:

“I am your Father in Heaven. All glory to the Holy Trinity.”

“The graces I pour through the Heart of the Immaculata into the heart of humanity lie unprecedented during these times. Also unprecedented are the ways in which Satan challenges My best efforts.”

"As I speak to you through the vision of this Flame of Eternal Love, I speak to the world through the apparitions of the Immaculata, Her Son and many Saints. How readily, what I allow by way of these graces, the Messages are summarily dismissed by those in whom I have entrusted authority. How easy it is for Satan to short-circuit My plans, My guidance, in the guise of discernment. Even here, where the spiritual journey leads the soul into My Divine Will, Satan has encouraged a cloud of controversy and suspicion to hide the reality of Heaven’s intervention. You have offered up your reputation for the welfare of many.”

“Now I am asking you to lead souls into the Flame of Eternal Love with renewed vehemence, for time as you know it, is short. Trust that I, your Eternal Father, am more powerful than the enemy. I desire that the Remnant come to Me—to this Flame. I will protect them.”

“Pray for courage and I will give you peace.”

February 25, 2007
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My Father has revealed to the world that the Light surrounding Our United Hearts is, in fact, the Holy Spirit Who inspires and enlightens souls to come into Holy and Divine Love, and to pursue only the Will of My Father. The Holy Spirit desires that when a soul enters Our Hearts, he be held captive, so to speak, always desiring a deeper Chamber, a greater understanding of this mystery and deeper union with the Divine Will.”

“While it is only necessary that souls conform with My Father’s Will in order to reach Paradise, each one is being drawn into complete immersion in the Father’s Will from his first step into Holy Love. So, understand in your spirit, that the Fourth Chamber is the last Chamber necessary for entrance into Heaven. But
because My Father loves each soul He created so deeply, He offers even more. He offers the highest Heaven—immersion in His Divine Will.”

“Further, I caution, human reason and intelligence will not help you understand the mystery of this Revelation of Our United Hearts. You must pray for truthful discernment and wisdom, which can come to you only from the Holy Spirit. Each one is being called to have the heart of a little child—a child who trusts and wants only to love. Then all things will be added.”

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

March 23, 2007
Friday Rosary Service

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, with a loving Heart I come tonight to warn you of a particular pitfall along the spiritual journey—that of false virtue. False virtue is practiced for others to see. False spirituality claims gifts that are not really present in the soul; take for instance, false discernment which leads people to believe Satan’s lies. Pray for the strength to be humble of heart and you will avoid these pitfalls.”

“Tonight I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

March 24, 2007
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“I have sent St. Michael to you with his Shield of Truth, for these days there is much untruth which is presented clothed in goodness. Egos have become so sensitive that they will not stand correction. But in truth I tell you, position and rank do not rule out error—the exception being the Holy Father himself when he uses his power of authority.”

“Some elected officials feel their position deems them infallible and even above God’s law. But all are liable to judgment under the law of love. If they do not stand for Holy Love on every subject, then they stand against it.”

“Today, more than ever, all souls need the true gift of discernment so that they can recognize Satan and his insidious snares. I invite and I urge each soul to pray fervently for discernment daily. Do not presume you have this gift, but ask and you will recognize it when it is given. Do not take pride in any gift.”

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Holy Love
An Ecumenical Ministry and Shrine
April 9, 2007
Monday St. Michael Shield of Truth Prayer Service

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here all in white, and there is a bright light around them, along with five or six angels. Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate, risen from the dead! Alleluia!” Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus. Alleluia!”

Jesus: “In truth I tell you, I look at the hearts that come here on pilgrimages—some come with the wrong reason in their hearts. They cooperate closely, sadly to say, with a pharisaical spirit who tells them to look only for error, not to believe, and that their opinions are discernment; they look for great miracles and high-powered approvals.”

“But I bless the ones that come with a motive of love in their hearts with childlike, expectant faith, expecting to give to Me all that is in their hearts; they surrender in their childlikeness out of love.”

“My brothers and sisters, regard what is in your hearts when you come here to pray and to observe, and do not come out of arrogance, but out of love.”

“Tonight We’re blessing you with Our Blessing of the United Hearts.”

April 11, 2007
Public

“I am your Jesus—Divine Mercy, Divine Love. Alleluia!”

“Once again I have come to discuss with you the divergent groups of people that come here for one of these big events. Almost everyone comes with a preconceived judgment concerning the authenticity or source of these Messages. To a person, everyone feels their visit here gives them the right to decide for or against. But solemnly and in truth, I tell you, that your opinions are not what constitutes discernment.”

“Few today have a good, solid gift of discernment. I say ‘gift’ for true discernment comes from God. Discernment is not intellectual judgment—the picking apart of Messages to find an error. It is the overall feeling that God places in the heart, putting the soul at peace, feeling the presence of Heaven or just the opposite—destroying peace.”

“But today Satan mocks every gift and many graces. He can mimic true discernment, leading astray those who will listen to him. Therefore, you must be wise as serpents and gentle as doves. It is foolish to proclaim you have
discernment, for that is an open invitation to the evil one to trip you up—a favorite trick of his with the self-assured."

“Look at the overall picture. How do the Messages lead you into holiness? Are you being transformed and led away from sin? What fruits abound as a result of the Messages {charitable works, etc.}?"

“If only the ones who come here would have an open mind and heart! Many do, but many more do not. Continue in prayer for those who are coming.”

----------------------------------------------------

April 27, 2007
Friday Rosary Service

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed and says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, this evening I ask you to take note of your thoughts, words and deeds. Are you living to advance the Kingdom of God in your hearts and in the world around you; or do you find fault with others easily, maliciously gossip about others and destroy reputations? Do you give each present moment over to the Will of My Father?”

“My brothers and sisters, learn to discern what you are doing and what path you are following in each present moment. Surrender your wills to My Father.”

“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

----------------------------------------------------

May 23, 2007
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be to Jesus.” He pulls back the little ‘cape’ that’s part of his habit to reveal a cross over his heart, and says: “Do not reject it, sister. Many souls are at stake.”

“But I have come to speak to you this morning about faith. Faith is the bulwark that supports the bridge of love and humility, which spans the abyss between Heaven and earth. When faith begins to corrode, the entire bridge is in jeopardy. It is always a doubting spirit which interferes with faith. Doubts are either human or diabolic. The adversary of faith knows how to appeal to the human intellect and ego.”

“So I am telling you that pride is a fertile field for doubts. Pride may take the form of fear; such as, ‘Perhaps I believe in something that I shouldn’t believe in—what will people think?’ Or the pride may come into the heart as false discernment or
intellectual ego; ‘I know better—I can see through this.’ It is Satan’s job to excite doubts in what faith has upheld. If Heaven has a plan, he is immediately mounting opposition.”

“This is why simplicity of heart is important. Simplicity is like the finger in the dyke holding back the flood of disbelief. The simple heart is not worried about how he appears to others. His sole desire is to appeal to God. In this alone, he expends all his efforts with a Holy Indifference as to what others think or say. The simple-hearted soul has the strongest faith. He is surefooted on the bridge between Heaven and earth, and the bridge he traverses is grounded on solid faith.”

July 3, 2007
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“I have come to further enlighten you on the virtues. The virtue of Prudence goes hand in hand with the gift of Wisdom. These two must be woven into the fabric of every virtue in order for them to be used according to God’s Will. Attendant to Prudence and Wisdom is Temperance.”

“There is so much presumption in regards to inspiration and spiritual gifts—presumption as to the source of ideas and ‘inspiration.’ Many, through spiritual pride, presume their own thoughts, as well as Satan’s influence, is all from the Holy Spirit; then they act accordingly. Wisdom and Prudence must act together in discernment in order to disarm spiritual pride, which the enemy makes full use of.”

“Temperance lets the soul know when to call on certain gifts and virtues, and to what extent the inspiration is from Heaven. Wisdom allows the soul to see the exact nugget of truth in every inspiration. Prudence speaks to the heart, telling it how and when to act on inspiration.”

“When Wisdom, Prudence and Temperance are absent, the other virtues—no matter their depth—are easy prey for Satan’s influence. It is easy for him to present false discernment and to misdirect even the best intentions.”

******************************************************************************

HolyLove
An Ecumenical Ministry and Theater
Discernment

All Must Be Rooted Wisdom - Reveals source of inspiration or gift.

All Must Be Prudence - Dictates how to use inspiration or gift.

In Temperance - Dictates extent of the use of inspiration or gift.

Truth

----------------------------------------------------
July 17, 2007
Public

St. Catherine of Sienna says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“When you discern, it must be without the influence of human emotion. If emotions enter in, the discernment is no longer spiritual but merely an emotional opinion.”

----------------------------------------------------
August 20, 2007
Public

Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“My daughter, today I am asking special prayers and sacrifices for the many priests who are being misled to believe My apparitions here are not genuine. Through false discernment, Satan has woven his way into the hearts of a few to mislead many. The enemy especially targets priests, for they can touch so many souls.”

“It is these few who have opened their hearts to self-righteous error, that have quickly and with certainty, chosen to oppose Heaven and this Mission. If it was you yourself on the path of perdition, if it was you yourself guilty of calumny, detraction and lies, you would want them to pray for you. As it is, they refuse correction, and so, we must pray all the harder for them. I love them, as they are My children, too. Pray for them, as well as the priests they mislead.”
November 1, 2007
TO PRIESTS

St. John Vianney says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Child of Christ, here are some guidelines for priests—not only the ones who come here, but also the ones who are deciding about the Messages or the Confraternity.”

1. “Frequent confession after much soul-searching.”

2. “Pray for discernment. An opinion or a judgment is not discernment. Realize that today some Dioceses are compromised by error—by liberalism.”

3. “Use your guardian angel. Develop a love for this angel God has given you.”

4. "Love the souls in your charge, and do all in your power to bring them to salvation.”

5. “Be humble and childlike. Avoid intellectual pride. Give all credit to God from your heart.”

6. “Pray for the Poor Souls. They have much power. Put them to use.”

“If priests follow these guidelines, Jesus promises a strengthening of their vocations.”

----------------------------------------

December 5, 2007
Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“I have come to convict hearts and sway doubters to the truth. Today, as in the day of the Pharisees, many are threatened by these Messages because they do not wish to change their ways. They reject littleness, and their hearts are given over to trust of self instead of trust in Me.”

“I tell you, in all truth, Heaven has not made a mistake in the way these Messages are coming into the world, in the messenger or in the Ministry that is growing up around these Messages. Look into the heart of the Message and see that it is all good, and a guiding light into the Divine Will of My Father. Stop searching through false discernment what Satan convinces you is error. Look into your own hearts for pride and jealousy. Many choose the spotlight for
themselves when it is not Heaven’s choice for them. Your hearts do not allow the
seed of this Message to fall upon fertile soil. It is being choked out by the weeds
and rocks of self-love.”

“I call each soul into childlike littleness wherein humility and love can take root
and flourish amidst the clamor of the world. Some already believe themselves to
be saints, which is Satan’s deceit, for every true saint believed everyone else
more worthy and more humble than himself. Step into the light of truth.”

“While you are busy scrutinizing every aspect of this messenger’s life from her
Baptism to the relationship she has with this Bishop, you miss My call in the
present moment, which is a loving relationship with God and neighbor. Look into
the ways that you can be more holy. Be mindful of your own responsibilities to
Me and live the Messages. Herein lies your judgment before My Sacred Heart,
not the trumped-up errors and lies you fill your hearts with concerning this
miraculous Mission. You have a responsibility to accept the truth.”

“You can either work for Me in spreading these Messages or work for Satan in
undermining the Messages and this profound spiritual journey. Solemnly, I tell
you, there is no in-between.”

“My brothers and sisters, open your hearts to love and unity which bear the fruit
of peace. Allow your hearts to be transformed by these Messages of Holy and
Divine Love. Indeed, I invoke you, build the house of your spirituality upon the
firm foundation of Holy Love, and do not allow Satan to sweep you away in the
tide of doubts and falsehoods.”

“My Remnant Faithful must be founded and grounded in Holy and Divine Love,
for this is My Father’s Precious Divine Will.”

“My brothers and sisters, be wise as the wise virgins were, and keep the
lampstands of your hearts filled with the oil of Holy Love so that, upon My return,
I will see and take you into My Kingdom.”

“Today I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

December 10, 2007
Monday St. Michael Shield of Truth Prayer Service

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born
Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, each of you will receive all you need within these next
few days in order to accept and believe the truth of these Messages. Do not be
discouraged by cynics, by those who claim discernment, and the like. I, your
Jesus, call you into the Divine Will of My Father through every word in these Messages. It is a path you must not reject.

“Tonight I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

January 3, 2008

Public

St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“When Jesus or Our Holy Mother refers to the heart of the world, they are referring to the spirit of the world, which represents the attitudes and affections of the majority of the world populace. Today God has been denied His rightful reign in the heart of the world. Love of God and subsequent love of neighbor has been replaced by an inordinate self-love. This alone is the problem which opposes acceptance and propagation of these Messages of Holy and Divine Love, the Revelation of the United Hearts and the Confraternity of the United Hearts.”

“It is much easier for a person who is immersed in self-love to disbelieve than to believe. That, coupled with a lack of discernment, or worse still—false discernment—has become the evil one’s line of attack.”

“Those consecrated souls who see the truth are being used by Heaven to strengthen and increase the Remnant. Self-will has chosen to be blinded by the truth of the many graces given here.”

“But Heaven continues to favor this Mission, and will do so into the distant future.”

January 6, 2008

Feast of the Epiphany

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“Today, as you celebrate the great feast of the Epiphany, I reveal to you the greatest gift the Wise Men gave to Me. It was the gift of their hearts. They did not come depending on their human discernment to believe. They did not come to the manger with a heart ready to criticize or find fault. They came with hearts of faith—believing that what they saw was real—without trusting in human opinions or fearing reproach from earthly powers. These Wise Men accepted in their hearts My Kingship, even in the manger.”

“Today, when I ask you to live in Holy Love and to believe in the spirituality of the
United Hearts, give Me the gift of your uncompromised ‘yes’—the surrender of your heart.”

----------------------------------

January 21, 2008
Public
22nd Anniversary of Mary, Protectress of the Faith

“I am Mary, Protectress of the Faith. Praise be to Jesus.”

“On this anniversary of My coming to you with Heaven’s request for this title, I invite you to contemplate with Me the consequences of mankind’s refusal to acknowledge this request and the position of culture today.”

“Had My title Protectress of the Faith been accepted and propagated, this Diocese and this country could have been a stronghold and model of the true Tradition of Faith. Instead, Heaven’s interjection into human chaos was rejected summarily, and you, yourself, My daughter, were ridiculed. When I stated that, ‘What lay hidden would be laid bare,’ those in power were insulted and used this statement as reason for opposing Heaven’s plans.”

“But today, dear children, I invite you to see what has indeed been laid bare—the scandals that have destroyed the faith of many, and placed the future of many churches in jeopardy. Has it not come to pass as I forewarned?”

“While the institution of the Church has been rocked by scandal and compromised by many who oppose the Magisterium, Jesus has supported this Ministry. Even though Satan’s lies seek total destruction of this Mission, we are here, and we are praying. Through these Messages, Heaven is able to protect the faith of the many who choose to believe. Yes, the Ministry grows stronger while institutions grow weaker. The small and humble are triumphant. The ones who take pride in power and position are losing their grip.”

“Dear children, cling to Me. Cling to My Immaculate Heart. I am your Refuge and Protectress. I will not forsake you. Choose My Victory over the evil that pervades hearts and the world.”

“Do not be deceived in placing human opinions above the faith I place in your hearts. Much error is labeled as discernment. God does not give discernment to everyone, but to a few. It is not given by merit of title, authority or academic achievement. Therefore, My children, I caution you as to why you accept certain opinions and do not acknowledge the direction your heart leads you.”

“Trust in Me as Jesus desires.”
----------------------------------
January 21, 2008
Public

Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Dear children, Jesus sends Me into the world only to support the truth, and through the truth, to bring souls to the path of righteousness. So, in truth, I tell all who are Catholic to support and be united to this Holy Father, and to all the priests and Church hierarchy who support Benedict the XVI in the Tradition of Faith.”

“With Motherly concern I say to you, however, that locally these Messages have come under attack as ‘drawing a subtle wedge’ between the people and the Church hierarchy. In truth the Holy Father is the only one who is infallible. Jesus does not send Me to support false infallibility or false discernment.”

“Therefore, when I warn you that position or authority do not always comprise proper discernment, you understand.”

January 28, 2008
Feast - St. Thomas Aquinas

10:00 A.M.

St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Today I have come to help the world to see that what opposes this Ministry speaks of the times in which you live. In Jesus’ day, it was the Pharisees who opposed His message of love. In these days, it is the same pharisaical spirit that opposes these Messages of Holy and Divine Love. How sad that such a treasure—such a simple solution to earth’s woes—should be summarily dismissed.”

“The very ones who should embrace this Mission are opposing it. Satan has inspired them to use the term ‘ecumenical’ against us. Yet, the Holy Father himself is in support of ecumenism. Their real motive is to destroy, not to investigate through discernment inspired by the Holy Spirit. What hypocrisy! They seek to destroy the ones who pray for them—the ones who seek unity in the Church and amongst all people and all nations. They oppose us because they cannot control the Messages or the messenger.”

“The good news is Heaven has given you insight as to their agenda, dear messenger. The Mission will not succumb to Satan’s traps. We must continue to be ecumenical until Jesus returns in victory. We must not fear anyone, but
proceed with courage. When evil is exposed, it is weakened.”

11:30 A.M.
St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Once again I come to reiterate that any investigative commission convened to study these Messages in this Diocese would be perfunctory.* Those who oppose us do not live by the truth, but by their own agenda.”

* to get rid of - pretense - done without care or interest - superficial - indifferent
HOLY LOVE MESSAGES SEARCH – APPROVE / APPROVAL

June 17, 1997

When I arrived in the chapel, Our Lady was by the tabernacle waiting. She said: "Come, my daughter, sit with me. Today I was with you in the store. I was hoping you would see the analogy between the electrical power and the light of Holy Love I bring to souls." (I was in a large store earlier. There was a power outage and the auxiliary lights went on.) Our Lady continues, "Some souls - many souls - have only a small light within them. They may be good people in some circumstances, but they do not consciously try to live in Holy Love to please God. Their good deeds are wasted when they perform them for human approval or out of self-satisfaction. I cannot communicate to you on the human level how pleasing it is to God when you perform acts of love out of love for Him. It does not matter how big or how little the act of charity is. What counts is the amount of Holy Love with which you perform it."

"Some go through life only seeking to satisfy themselves. I long to turn on the light of Holy Love in their hearts and in their lives. Holy Love is never wrong and makes all deeds worthy. I am blessing you."

October 9, 1997
Thursday Rosary Service

Our Lady comes in blue and white. She says: "I come to you as Mother of all nations - your Refuge and Hope. Praise be Jesus."

"My angel, endeavor to understand what I am about to tell you. I have come to you here and to many seers under many titles. But the title 'Refuge of Holy Love' is most dear to Me and to My Beloved Son, for it is through this title I will purify and strengthen the remnant Church."

"Understand that when the virtue of Holy Love is compromised, faith too is compromised. Faith is attacked and weakened always, always through self love. The individual believes he himself is better qualified to determine right from wrong as to the influence of Church doctrine and tradition in his life. In effect, the person believes he knows more than all the Holy Fathers put together. But Jesus, Who is Just Judge, does not accept or excuse such thinking. All truth has been given through the Church which My Jesus put in place Himself. It is pride that takes you off course and away from His Real Presence in the Eucharist."

"It is a false conscience that accepts and approves abortion, birth control, women in the priesthood, practicing homosexuality, or any form of witchcraft."
"All of these things and more are accepted through self love. This is why I have come to build and strengthen the remnant of tradition of faith through Holy Love. Those who pass through this purifying Flame will not become complacent. Their faith will not be compromised."

"I need you to spread this message, My angel. The tradition of faith as it is handed down to you through John Paul II must, and will, be maintained through Holy Love. People must not decide to form their own opinions concerning Church doctrine. Dogma and doctrine are not choices but laws. Today, the world needs the security of such laws - but people run from it - much as they run from Me."

"You will need to ask for My Heart for this mission at hand. I will bless you."

July 6, 1998
Monday Praise Service

The Sacred Heart and Immaculate Heart are here. Our Lady says: "Rejoice, and give praise to Jesus."

Jesus says: "My brothers and sisters, I have reserved for you, each one of you, a place of eternal bliss. To reach it, you must follow the path of Holy Love. Do not look around you at who believes or who approves, but know that this is the path of righteousness that My Mother calls each soul upon."

The United Hearts Blessing is given.

January 21, 2001
Mary Protectress of Faith – Feast Day

Jesus says: "Good morning! Happy feast day!"

"I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I desire you understand today and always that My Mercy is the extent of My Love. Those who do not trust in My Mercy are lacking in their love of Me. How do they love Me more? Through their free will they will find the way."

"When you love someone you desire to be near him – in his presence or in your thoughts. You try to please him in little things and in greater. You want the person you love to approve of you."

"It should be thus in each soul's relationship with Me. It is then the soul will receive with respect, My Mercy. Then I can draw closer to him. Please make it known."
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to open the eyes of your nation—a nation dozing off to a lullaby of compromise. Understand that the message of Holy Love must be the fiber of all your laws and in the hearts of all your government leaders. When this Law of Love is compromised you are in league with Satan.”

“The revelation of the Chambers of Our United Hearts directs a straight path to your salvation, holiness, perfection and sanctity. Recognize the merit of My coming to you here with this revelation. All the miracles and healings that have occurred around you at this site are only to substantiate this call to conversion and holiness.”

“If you desire to be a part of this mission, then let the message be in your heart—not only on your lips—for the mission is each one’s moment to moment conversion. That is the greatest miracle.”

“Children, when you receive these messages from Heaven, do not scan them as you would a newspaper looking for the latest cataclysmic disaster. Let them touch your soul. Neither should you look for worldly approvals from those who hold high office.

This is a message of salvation. Do you need an important approval for your salvation? Do not think as the Pharisees did in My day. Do not delay in accepting the path I lay bare before you—the path that leads you deep into My Heart.”

“My brothers and sisters, the purer the love is in your heart in any present moment, the more your heart will resemble the Divine Will. When I return the two will be made one—the human and the Divine. Prepare for My return, then, by living in conformity with the Divine Will through Holy Love.”

“We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
October 14, 2001
Second Sunday Service to Pray against Abortion

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“I am Sovereign Good which must reign in every heart. Once again I come to tell you that IF YOUR NATION OVERTURNS LEGALIZED ABORTION, I WILL RICHLY BLESS IT BY MY FAVOR. BUT IF THIS SIN CONTINUES WITH NATIONAL APPROVAL, MUCH WILL BE STRIPPED AWAY. My brothers and sisters, recognize EVIL and pray against it.”

“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

May 6, 2002
IN DEFENSE OF TRUTH
(Talk given by Maureen)

Self-Love
- Guards reputation (attacks reputation of those they see as rivals.)
  - Is holy for appearances’ sake.
  - Is willing to compromise the precept of Holy Love for the sake of money.
  - Considers own opinion and authority always right and above anyone else.

Holy Love
- Is concerned with only his reputation in God’s eyes.
  - Strives to be holy for holiness sake—not to impress others.
  - Uses money to further God’s kingdom, does not love money.
  - Patiently considers all opinions—does not flaunt any authority, turning it to control.

We have a history of being fair game for the Diocese’ innuendoes. Tonight I’d like to address some of them:
1. The Diocese expresses concern that we collect money. We cannot pay salaries, bills and maintain property on grace alone—just as the Church cannot do so.

2. We say Catholic prayers though we claim to be ecumenical. Ecumenical includes Catholic and Christian Churches as a whole promoting unity amongst Christian Churches.

Our Lady comes here for all people—all nations. In none of Our Lady’s apparitions—Lourdes, Fatima, etc.—did Our Lady say, “Pray the rosary if you’re Catholic.” The rosary is a universal prayer. Neither has Our Lady ever said, “I have come to convert Catholics.” Rather, She says, “I have come to convert sinners.” We are all sinners. Mary is the spiritual Mother of all people.

The message of the Chambers of the United Hearts is formation of the soul in holiness—not only Catholics, but all people.

Next, we are accused of assuming various ‘guises’. Here is our history:

There is no subterfuge or hidden agenda in this mission. First we were Our Lady Protectress of the Faith. The Diocese chose not to approve this title that Our Lady asked for saying, “There are already too many devotions to Our Lady and to the saints.” I have that statement in a letter at home from the Diocese. The letter further states that Our Lady does not need that title because the Holy Spirit is the Guardian of the Faith.

I guess Our Lady didn’t agree because three months later She appeared to Patricia Talbot in Ecuador and said, “I am the Guardian of the Faith.” The title was approved in Ecuador by the local Bishop.

Because the Diocese objected to that title, we assumed the name of Project Mercy, and attempted to pray in Churches against abortion. I say ‘attempted’. We were told by a Bishop that we couldn’t do that because their insurance didn’t cover it.

Under Mary’s direction we have formed a lay ecumenical apostolate. Our Lady started appearing as Mary, Refuge of Holy Love. Subsequently, we were given the revelations of the Chambers of the United Hearts of Jesus and Mary. This is a message of interior formation.

We are not in competition, nor do we seek anything from the Diocese. According to the teaching of the Second Vatican Council, the laity are encouraged to present their concerns to the Bishops. The laity are no longer to be the silent majority.
Consequently, I have a question: Where do you stand on Future Church? This is a group of heretics under the guise of Catholics in your Diocese. They are in dissent of historic Church teaching. It was formed during your tenure. Are you for it or against it? I am not a theologian, but I know this: Not to take a stand is to take a stand.

May 29, 2002
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to speak publicly about the Rosary of the Unborn. This is a great gift given from Heaven in and through this mission of Holy Love. My Mother has designed this rosary Herself, and with Her approval it is now being reproduced. Many and important promises are attendant to this unique rosary of Her design.”

“In the world there are those who have set about to counterfeit this special rosary. I am asking the faithful—do not be fooled. It is the rosary given here at this mission of Holy Love that carries with it the promises from Heaven.”

“Make it known.”

August 5, 2002
Monthly Message to All Nations
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here. They are all in white with golden rays all around them. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. My brothers and sisters, you gather today at this site of Heaven’s favor for many reasons. Some come to honor My Mother; others are seeking the answer to sought-after petitions. Some come here out of curiosity.”

“But today I have come seeking your assistance. The world suffers many conflicts due to selfish motives in hearts. Whenever man puts himself ahead of God and neighbor, the harmony between the Divine and the human suffers. This is why you have unusual weather—often costly, both to property and life. This is why you suffer violence and wars at the hands of a few. Now you are only beginning to realize the hidden agendas that have been in the darkness of hearts in government leaders, Church leaders and even economists.”

“I come today to ask of each soul complete conversion through Holy Love. Do not listen to those who belittle holiness. Do not be swayed by any who berate this message given here, for to do so is to berate the gospel itself. You do not
need high-powered approvals to accept love of God and neighbor in your hearts. But you do need this spiritual journey of Our United Hearts. I need you to spread the message—believe in the message—live the message.”

“The world has been given every resource, capability and grace by which to live in peace and in harmony with God’s Divine Will. Too many people—people in high places who could re-direct the course of the future—continue to make choices contrary to love. Therefore, the abyss between Heaven and earth widens.”

“I come today to call each soul into the light of the truth. Allow Holy Love to illuminate your hearts. Come into the light.”

“I have come especially to ask you to pray and make acts of reparation. Do this especially to and for the poor souls in Purgatory, for these are the souls that pass into the Fifth Chamber of Our United Hearts.”

“I invite you to have courage when you return to your homes and points of origin to spread this message of Holy and Divine Love.”

“We are blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

----------------------------------------------------

September 7, 2002
Public

St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He recites the Divine Praises; then he says: “All praise be to Jesus.”

“I have come to ask those who hear these messages on the Chambers of the United Hearts to stop judging the messenger and to live the message. Who among you, after all, deems himself worthy to receive such a message. In truth, no one is worthy. Yet, this message has been freely given to the world through God’s Love and Mercy. The choice He made as His messenger—though seemingly unlikely—nevertheless was God’s choice.”

“If you want to know the Heart of God, listen to and follow these messages that lead you into His Heart. If you wish to know how you will be judged for all eternity, read the messages. If you wish to become a saint, adhere to these messages until your heart is one with them.”

“No one can truly follow this spiritual journey without being drawn into the Divine Will of God, and without being drawn into a deeply sacramental life.”

“Look past any flaws you perceive in God’s choice as His messenger. After all, God cannot be mistaken. Look past the lack of high-powered approvals that, in...
truth, are not necessary for your belief in this revelation. In the future when approvals come, you will have missed a golden opportunity to become holy—even a saint.”

October 27, 2002
BLESSED MOTHER’S TREATISE TO HER REMNANT FAITHFUL AND THE CONFRATERNITY OF THE UNITED HEARTS
(Given by Blessed Mother to Maureen.)

“Praise be to Jesus. My daughter, you recognize Me under this title ‘Protectress of the Faith’. It is by merit of this title—evil flees and the Tradition of Faith lies protected beneath My Mantle of Love.”

“Had your country abandoned itself to Me under this most powerful title, whole segments of her populace would have been saved and faith upheld. As it is, error has scattered the true Tradition of Faith to the four winds. Hypocrisy and heresy go unchecked.”

“But I have returned to you under this title of ‘Protectress of the Faith’, and I ask that you begin once again to propagate it. Essentially, it is approved by another Bishop in another country. I am inviting you not to await approvals from high places at this time. The trials are too profound and numerous against the faith. My little ones are overwhelmed with controversy.”

“I come that you might have this weapon—“Mary Protectress of the Faith”—with which to wage war against the enemy who seeks to destroy your faith.”

“Make it known.”

November 25, 2002
BLESSED MOTHER’S TREATISE TO HER REMNANT FAITHFUL AND THE CONFRATERNITY OF THE UNITED HEARTS
(Given by Blessed Mother to Maureen.)

“Praise be to Jesus. My angel, this message must be carried into the world. Historically, the Church has been slow to move on private revelation, apparitions and the like. Discernment is good and necessary, but it should not stand in the way of the genuine. The Church needs to be open to the positive aspects of such phenomena instead of groping to find the negative.”

“Many important events and revelations have been squelched and defeated by this attitude. One of these was My title ‘Protectress of the Faith’ which was so timely and necessary. This title carried with it the grace to overcome the crisis of
faith your country now faces. Under this title I was ready to overcome Satan in hearts, in families, in communities and in the priesthood."

"Now I come to you under a new title ‘Refuge of Holy Love’. My faithful children have the power to carry this title into the world along with the title “Protectress of the Faith’. Do so! When you repeat ‘Mary Protectress of the Faith’ and “Refuge of Holy Love’, the enemy will flee. It will be your spiritual refuge in the troubles which lie ahead."

"Your enemy is not a certain maniacal dictator, but Satan himself who seeks to destroy this planet and all on it. Therefore, you need your Heavenly Mother’s protection. Do not wait for sanctions and approvals. There is not enough time. Spread this message wherever you go."

June 20, 2003
Public
(To Priests)

Blessed Mother is here and says: “My daughter, I come in praise of Jesus, My Son and your Redeemer. I have come in particular to address My priests who will come in contact with this Message—this Revelation of the Chambers of Our United Hearts.”

"Dear sons, you have been chosen by God to shepherd My children towards the light of salvation. Take into your hearts this spiritual journey—this call to salvation, holiness and even sanctity itself. Begin at once to make this journey part of your hearts and part of your lives."

"The path I give to you is clear. I am asking you to set aside Church politics and official sanctions, for this is a message which is a healing balm upon the heart of a wounded society. Do not hold back its much needed application. The Messages will find approval in the future. Today, however, is the hour in which they are most needed."

"Every kind of sin is prevalent today. The abyss between Heaven and earth grows wider. Current events lend a foreboding fragrance to the atmosphere. I tremble to think of God’s justice. Through this Message souls can turn back to God and leave sin behind. I so desire that earth be blanketed with a mantle of love."

“Our Hearts are your protection, your conversion in the present moment and your way of sanctification. Be My instruments and help Me to make it known.”

----------------------------------------------------
Blessed Mother is here as Mary Refuge of Holy Love. She says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Dear children, I have come once again to help you understand the plight of mankind today. The Arm of My Son’s Justice grows heavier in every passing moment, for evil is strong in hearts and well disguised in the world. It is only by merit of your prayers and sacrifices I am able to withhold God’s Justice. Indeed, your Heavenly Mother needs your rosaries today more than when I came to Fatima. I weep more today than I wept at LaSalette. I need penance in greater amounts than I called for in the grotto at Lourdes.”

“Respond generously to My requests, My children, and My Son will allow great graces to fall in your midst - even greater than the Tilma at Guadalupe. These times are urgent. You must not wait for official sanctions to believe in the Revelation of Our United Hearts. You must not wait for those of importance to come here and approve. Your Mother invites you to come - to believe and to begin the spiritual journey. Pray here with Me, and I will pray with you.”

“Today, My children, I tell you, the heart of the Church is crucified as Satan lays siege upon her. Many souls have slipped to their perdition as a result. Many more who go unremorseful do not choose their own salvation. It is during this most decisive hour that Jesus has chosen to send His Mother to you bearing the grace of conversion and peace. My Immaculate Heart is your portico to salvation. Allow yourselves to be transformed through the Flame of My Heart which is Holy Love. Today My assistance in your needs goes unprecedented.”

“Dear children, this spiritual journey into the Chambers of Our United Hearts can restore the Church in its integrity. Jesus desires that as the last century has become known as the Marian Age, this century be made known as the Age of the United Hearts. If you follow this instruction, whole nations can be saved and the wrath of God turned back.”

Today, My children are engaged in heart to heart - hand to hand combat with My adversary. Evil influence has invaded every nation and all phases of life. Satan is in music, literature, television and movies; modern medicine, even certain modes of dress. He has infiltrated governments and political actions - yes, even the Church itself. To deny this is to be his cohort.”

“The adversary is often dressed as good and knows which hearts have been consecrated to Me. These are the ones he singles out.”
“Dear children, My grace is stronger than any of Satan’s snares, attacks or temptations. Stay close to Me with the rosary, many sacrifices and deep trust. Your Mother will not forget you. When you least expect it, grace will come to your rescue.”

“My dear, dear children, please remember that those in the world are caught up in pleasures of the senses, power, money and prestige. The satisfaction gained from any of these is short-lived and cannot follow you from this world into the next. Store up for yourselves Heavenly treasures which are eternal by living in Holy Love. Then all that you accomplish here on earth through Our United Hearts will warrant you great recompense in Heaven.”

“Tonight I tell you, the door of My Maternal Heart is open and My graces are pouring forth in your midst. Experience them, My children, with loving hearts. The more you pray, the less you will feel the consequences of sin. My children, continue to pray, pray, pray. I am always with you.”

Jesus is now with Our Lady. They both extend to us the Blessing of the United Hearts.

**Of course, all of us faithfully follow all the teachings of the Pope and Magisterium.**

September 13, 2003
Saturday MSHL Rosary Service

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, each of you has been called here by Our United Hearts to become part of the Remnant Faithful. Accept this invitation within your own heart and do not wait for others’ opinions or approvals. Accept because you love Me and you desire to serve Me. Then I will assist you in your every need as I call you along the path of salvation, holiness and union.”

“Tonight I am blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

November 7, 2003
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have chosen this Mission to bring My Victory into the world. It is the conversion of each heart which ushers in My Victory. Conversion can only come through Holy and Divine Love.”

HolyLove
An Ecumenical Ministry and Haven
“These days and during these times, do not be impressed by titles, positions and approvals. See, instead, the merit of what I am telling you in these Messages. Understand that My coming to you is in itself part of My Victory. Then choose to love in the present moment. I will bless your efforts.”

December 12, 2003
Midnight Service at United Hearts Shrine
Feast of Our Lady of Guadalupe
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Our Lady is here as Refuge of Holy Love. She says: “Praise be to Jesus.” (She smiles and nods Her Head, greeting the people.)

“I come today with a sad heart. My dear, dear children, centuries ago when I appeared on Mt. Tepeyac in Mexico as Our Lady of Guadalupe I came to convert the pagan Aztecs. The sign of My coming was welcomed and accepted by the Bishop, and the good I came to accomplish was brought to fruition. Today, My visits are not welcomed by hierarchy in many places around the world. The fruits are hidden under a cloud of disapprovals and condemnations.”

“My coming to you here tonight, as in all of Heaven’s interventions, is for God’s purpose, not My own. The heart of My Son’s Church on earth has been pierced by a sword. There is division where there must be unity. The Tradition of Faith is challenged by those who would have her embrace liberalism. The Church will never be united under the torn and tattered umbrella of liberalism which condones certain sins. Jesus sends Me to give you the way of unity which is My Mantle of Love. Under My Mantle, I will protect you from the enemy and take you into My Immaculate Heart. Herein, find the unity the Church seeks. Herein is righteousness.”

“As in my Heavenly interventions at Guadalupe, I come, My dear little children, to protect you and lead you away from paganism. I have come to place on your hearts the seal of the true faith. The ongoing battle in this Diocese is not about ‘ecumenism’ or even the authenticity of My Heavenly visits. It is just another arena where the war between good and evil is being waged. This is the war between liberalism and the Tradition of Faith.”

“My dear little children, I have not come to you to demand approvals or even to seek them. I am here to uncover evil and bring light to darkness so that you will not be tricked by opinions or misled by those who oppose Me. I come to bring all people and all nations under My Mantle of Love where there is no conflict, terror or sin. The Heart of My Son cries out for Justice. Do not persuade His Arm of Justice to fall by condoning sin with your silence. Do not find compassion in your
hearts for those who live sinful alternate life styles. God’s mercy does not fall upon the arrogant, but the repentant. Remain faithful to the laws of Holy Love.”

“Today the wind of controversy blows through the Church and the world at large, bringing with it confusion and compromise. Do not fear, but let the Flame of My Heart which is Holy Love draw you back on the path of righteousness. The Flame of Holy Love offers a universal call to conversion, holiness and sanctity to every heart—each soul. My Son will not be outdone in His generosity. He offers His love to one and all through the Heart of His Mother. When you surrender to My call He will give you all you need, and more in return, through Holy and Divine Love.”

“My dear, dear little children, I have come—your Heavenly Mother is here. I come to give you peace and to give you the grace of My Heart. Understand, My children, that your Heavenly Mother has prepared for you the greatest graces and strengths—all that you need sufficient to overcome your most powerful enemies. My children, My Hands are filled with your petitions and My Heart is filled with love for you tonight.”

“Continue to pray, pray, pray. Your Heavenly Mother is praying with you and blessing you with My Blessing of Holy Love.”

December 15, 2003
Monday United Hearts Confraternity Service

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. My brothers and sisters, strive always in each present moment to be little and insignificant as I, Myself, was in the manger—almost buried beneath the hay and behind the animals, small to see—but what was in My Heart was mighty. It was Divine Love.”

“I have come tonight to consume your hearts with the Flame of Divine Love. Be humble in your opinions and in your approvals. Strive for this. I will always be with you until the end of time as we know it.”

“We’re extending to you the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” They both nod Their Heads towards the priests; then Jesus blesses them.

Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Dear brothers and sisters, let no one discourage you from coming here. The integrity of this Mission does not rest with any approvals from high officials on earth, but in the grace of the Message resulting in abundant fruits in and through the Mission itself. These all come to you with Heaven’s approval.”

“Those who choose disbelief over belief will always have their hearts tethered to earth looking for negatives. Those who choose to surrender to Holy and Divine Love will be abundantly blessed. Pray for simplicity of heart for it is these upon whom I pour the greatest graces.”

“Today, My faithful lambs, I tell you that humanity teeters on the brink of My Justice. Never before has society sunk to such moral degeneration as to legally approve same sex marriage. This would have been unthinkable a generation ago, but today this grave sin is flaunted as a freedom—a right.”

“It is through your efforts to live in Holy Love that the family will be restored to dignity. The one who lives farthest from the Heart of My Mother which is Holy Love is the one I call with the deepest mercy. Do not waste time brooding over past sins. Give Me the present moment wrapped in love.”

“Wars, natural disasters and unprecedented disease will escalate until love is accepted in hearts and there is harmony between Heaven and earth. Do not be distracted by these things which are symptoms of an ailing society, but remedy the cause by spreading the Messages of Holy and Divine Love.”

“Today, once again I come to ask your complete surrender to the Flame of Holy Love that is My Mother’s Immaculate Heart. For this is the prescript of Heaven towards your own salvation. If families, governments and nations would come under the protection of this purifying Flame, we would see the end to degeneration of moral integrity. Natural disasters, wars and diseases would draw to a close, and I would be triumphant.”

“We are blessing you with Our Blessing of Our United Hearts.”

-----------------------------------------------
November 15, 2004
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“I am giving you this prayer to help you to embrace spiritual littleness:”

“Dear Jesus, I wish to come to you as a little child. As a child, I desire only to appeal to you. In this effort, I reject the pomp of the world. I embrace the truth of humility which reveals to me where I am in God’s Eyes. I seek only God’s approval in every present moment.”

“Thus I surrender my own will and my human nature to the Divine Will of God. In doing so, I do not chase after pleasures or importance in human eyes. I allow God complete mastery over my heart, trusting always in His plans for me. Amen.”

February 19, 2005
Conversation with Divine Love

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“Child, I desire to share with you facts about My Passion and Death that have heretofore remained hidden. I will disclose these things to you in Conversations with Divine Love on Fridays during Lent. Then I will ask you to print the first volume of Conversations. Will you accept this assignment?”

Maureen: “Yes.”

Jesus: “This is coming to you for the world in its purest form and from My Lips.”

“First I will take you to the Garden of Gethsemane. I moved towards this point in time with a heavy Heart—heavy, for I knew so many would slip to their perdition despite My sacrifice. The greatest suffering I bore for the redemption of mankind was the Divine Knowledge of the lack of love in hearts. Many times during persecutions, you feel only a fraction of My sorrow; but imagine if you experienced all the hate and apathy of every human heart that ever existed or ever will exist—all at once!”

“This is what caused the Blood to flow from My Pores. This is why I begged that this Chalice be passed by Me. When I accepted My Father’s Will, I did not receive any consolation of knowing His approval. An angel came and ministered to Me by cleansing the Blood which had fallen.”

HolyLove
An Endymional Ministry and Service
“I give you this first of many dictations on a Saturday. The ones to follow will be on Fridays.”

September 15, 2005
Midnight Service at the United Hearts Field
Feasts of The Triumph of the Cross 9/14 and The Sorrowful Mother 9/15
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Our Lady is here as the Sorrowful Mother. She has the seven swords in Her Heart. She says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Dear children, thank you for answering My call to be here. With a Mother’s Heart I have summoned you, and with a Mother’s Heart I call you to be united in Holy Love. When you are united with one another, you are also united with God. Then, all of nature is in harmony with God’s Holy and Divine Will.”

“If you allow animosities to bring disunity into your midst, this is reflected in the world around you; indeed, in nature itself. Sin destroys the delicate balance of peace, love and joy between God the Creator and all of mankind. It is then you experience freaks of nature such as the recent hurricane. Understand, then, it is not God, but man, that chooses this.”

“Dear children, have respect for one another because you love one another. Let this love open your hearts to respect for the unborn, the poor and indigent, the aged and all who live compromised lives. Let your love be boundless. Do not consider cost to self, but only consider the needs of others.”

“Dear children, the reason I come here tonight is to help you find the path to your salvation. This path is Holy Love. Without Holy Love in your hearts, you cannot come close to Jesus, and you do not deserve to share Heaven with Him.”

“With a Mother’s Love, I come to you to call each one of you deeper into My Immaculate Heart, where Satan cannot persuade you from the path of righteousness.”

“Today there is worldwide starvation. It is a starvation, not for food, but for Holy Love. When I come to offer this food of love, My children do not accept it. Instead, they wait for approvals and authorizations to take what I offer. These things will come in time, little children. But, if you wait, you may starve to death in the meantime. Take what I offer with Motherly Love. Accept the path of Holy Love and you will be given salvation. I desire you have eternal life.”

“Tonight, My dear children, I invite you to realize that you must allow God to reign over your hearts in every present moment. This way, He will become part of your decisions and part of your lives. When you make plans without God, He steps
back and watches you fall. He does not impose His Will, but awaits your invitation. My Son desires to forgive the past, to reign in your hearts in the present and eagerly waits for your ‘yes’ in the future. If you have Holy Love in your hearts, all of this is possible. Then My Victory and the Triumph of Our United Hearts will usher in the New Jerusalem.”

“If Holy Love is chosen by more hearts, this hemisphere will renew the Church and many calamities will be avoided. Faith and religion will once again be revered and respected. Lives will be saved and many diseases will be eradicated, but you must pray much and work hard, My children. God will not hold back His Justice much longer.”

“My dear little children, tonight you see I am here as your Sorrowful Mother, but you have the power and the way, My little children, to change My sorrow into joy. You must live these Messages of Holy and Divine Love and become My apostles. It is difficult for the sophisticated to pray much, but if you are as little children, you will accept all that I tell you, and you will act upon it.”

“My dear little children, tonight I am sending angels amongst you to touch you, to bless you, to change hearts and to transform lives through Holy Love.”

“I’m extending to you My Blessing of Holy Love.”

October 31, 2005
Our Lady’s Message to The Remnant Faithful

Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“I have come to you today to strengthen the Remnant Faithful. I desire that untruths be uncovered, as these are presented to My children by those who are leaders—leaders who have been misled themselves. As Mother and Protectress of the Remnant Church, I cannot allow the true Tradition of Faith to fall prey to Satan’s lies.”

“Certain practices are being presented to you, My children, as favorable—even Vatican approved. The time after you receive the Sacred Eucharist is the special time between you and the Lord. Remember, in Holy Love we must love God above all else. This means He must be first. After My Son comes into your heart, it is a time for union with Divine Love. The Holy Father never asked you to stand and sing and be united with each other at this special moment of grace. These are all distractions. Do not be tricked into thinking otherwise. Do not relinquish this most cherished time with My Jesus to some avant-garde practice.”

“Furthermore, there are certain ‘New Age’ practices that some dioceses support as generally acceptable—reiki is one of them. Anything ‘New Age’—such as reiki,
yoga, tarot cards, ‘New Age’ massages and music—is occult! Do not be fooled because someone important claims otherwise.”

“I have promised to you the Holy Refuge of My Heart during these confusing times. I will not forsake you. I will nurture your faith with the truth—always the truth. Your faith in Me will be rewarded, dear children.”

June 5, 2006
Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

Jesus: “I desire that you record these words to be dispersed amongst all people and all nations. I come to you bearing words from the Spirit of Truth—the Holy Spirit—in an effort to bring souls back into the one fold of Holy and Divine Love. You, yourselves, have chosen division—making more of your opinions than of God the Father’s Divine Will for you.”

“It is God’s Will that all people be united in Holy Love—that you do not seek different paths through the pride of Satan’s lies. I choose for you the path of righteousness. The ones who love God and neighbor, follow Me. But many, in error, choose separate paths. I come to unite. Satan urges you to divide. When you follow Satan, believing in his lies, your opinions are like earthquakes which cause the very foundation you stand on to shift, divide and buckle. Or, your opinions become like a great volcano, building in pressure, and finally exploding and devouring everything in its path.”

“My brothers and sisters, I come to build you up, not to tear you down and pull you apart. I come here at this site to unite all people in truth. This is a sanctuary of My Truth. Look no further—it is here. Through this Message of Holy and Divine Love, world peace can be accomplished.”

Read Philippians 2: 1-3
“I come to you today to help you understand that your peace is in your unity. It is Satan who sows division in your midst. Disunity is the adversary’s hallmark and bears the fruit of conflict and distrust. Holy Love and Holy Humility work together to sow unity and peace. Where there is peace, the Spirit of Truth makes His Home. I have come to prepare hearts in the peace of truth so that you will bear witness to the truth by your unity and love for one another. Thus fortified, you will be able to vanquish the Prince of Lies.”

“Do not look towards earthly approval, but seek only to appeal to Me. I will strengthen your efforts and weaken the enemy in his attempts to divide and
conquer. It is in this way and through your efforts of cooperating with grace that the United Hearts will be victorious.”

“My brothers and sisters, I come to you so that all mankind may be reconciled with his Creator. Do not oppose Me, but allow these Messages to come to life in your hearts. Let Holy and Divine Love be a constant in your life. Then I will bless you, and you will feel the anointing of Our United Hearts.”

They extend to us the Blessing of the United Hearts.

July 15, 2006
Conversation with Divine Love

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“Heart errands are thoughts, words or deeds which are consented to by free will, only with the intention of showing love to Me—to appeal to Me—to seek My approval. This is the spirituality of a child who seeks no other pleasure than pleasing his parent.”

“In these spiritual errands, the soul mounts quickly the staircase of holiness. He is perfected quickly in the virtues, and admitted deeply into My Divine Heart.”

September 2, 2006
First Saturday Rosary Service to Pray Against Abortion

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“My brothers and sisters, thousands and thousands of lives have been lost to the sin of abortion in the past in this country alone. Many more thousands will be lost in the near future because now your country has approved the morning-after pill to be sold freely over the counter. What a giant step away from harmony with God’s Divine Will! The consequences are immeasurable.”

“My brothers and sisters, realize the gravity of the situation and pray, pray, pray.”

“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
October 22, 2006
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“To desire to be hidden is a grace, unless it is rooted in self-love. If the hiddenness stems from the desire to come closer to Me—not to be ear-marked as one specially chosen or uniquely gifted—then it is a grace to be nurtured or sought after. But if the desire to be hidden arises from a fear of being judged by others, then it is a fault.”

“True hiddenness shirks the limelight, does not seek affirmation or approvals, but desires, at the very least, to blend in with everyone else. The hidden life needs to be intact in the heart in order for the soul to advance spiritually. Do not equate hiddenness with the austerity of a monastery. The hidden life I call you to is between Myself and the soul. It is our special relationship. If it is in place as it should be, hardships are made lighter, pride is uncovered and virtue is made to flourish.”

“Everyone is called to a hidden life so that there is a part of their heart that is familiar only to Me—a part that I nurture and gently lead deep into My Own Heart. It is a part of the heart that decries the false values of the world, denounces false virtue and pursues Holy Humility and Holy Love.”

----------------------------------------------------

April 9, 2007
Monday St. Michael Shield of Truth Prayer Service

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here all in white, and there is a bright light around them, along with five or six angels. Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate, risen from the dead! Alleluia!” Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus. Alleluia!”

Jesus: “In truth I tell you, I look at the hearts that come here on pilgrimages—some come with the wrong reason in their hearts. They cooperate closely, sadly to say, with a pharisaical spirit who tells them to look only for error, not to believe, and that their opinions are discernment; they look for great miracles and high-powered approvals.”

“But I bless the ones that come with a motive of love in their hearts with childlike, expectant faith, expecting to give to Me all that is in their hearts; they surrender in their childlikeness out of love.”

“My brothers and sisters, regard what is in your hearts when you come here to pray and to observe, and do not come out of arrogance, but out of love.”
Blessed Mother is here as Mary, Refuge of Holy Love. She says: “Praise be to Jesus. I am Mary—Perpetual Virgin and Refuge of Holy Love.”

“I come to you during this crucial hour in the history of the human race to fill each heart with Holy Love. Holy Love is the victory that will outlast all peace accords composed by man. While mankind scrambles to develop bigger and better weapons, once again I tell you, that your peace and security rests in the Heart of your Heavenly Mother, which is Holy Love. Do not allow the simplicity of My call to confound your response. It is this simple solution that is designed by God to unravel Satan's complex designs for the human race.”

“I remind you that all are descended from the same parenthood of Adam and Eve; all are related in this heritage. Therefore, when you take up arms against one another, you are doing battle against your own brothers and sisters. Every baby that is aborted is your sibling. When innocence is destroyed in children, the violation is against your brother—your sister. Do not stand idly by awaiting God’s Justice. You do not comprehend what His Justice will be. Allow My words to you to correct consciences without delay.”

“Today I come to you as the Mother of Love and the Daughter of Consolation to help you understand all that is everlasting. I speak of eternal love which leads you closer to My Son and deeper into holiness. Do not reject the crosses God allows in your lives. Accept them with joy, for the cross is a grace and the way of salvation. When you accept the cross, then God accepts your surrender and He is pleased to send you many unforeseen favors.”

“My dear little children, do not fear, but be emboldened with Holy Love.”

“I have come, My little children, to reclaim the hearts that have been led astray by Satan, the Father of Lies. If you believe in Scripture, it follows that you must believe in Holy Love, which embraces all the commandments in the sum total of ‘Love God above all else and your neighbor as yourself.’ Anything else is compromise and untrue. Do not allow Satan to lead you away from Me, for I am Holy Love.”

“My Heart, Refuge of Holy Love, is the Will of God. Satan is choking out many truths with a barrage of lies, but this truth he cannot change. No one can enter Heaven outside of God’s Will. Knowing this, do not choose otherwise. There are
always, and in every situation, two choices—good or evil. There is no ‘in between.’ If you choose good, you will choose Holy Love and all it represents. You will be given the grace to see counterfeit paths, no matter their seeming status or importance in the world.”

“Many of you, dear children, may suffer loss of reputation because you pursue the path I lay bare. Do not fear. I am in every detail of your day, leading you to My Beloved Son and to eventual victory. I desire only that you choose the righteousness of truth.”

“Do not seek to be greater than the Message of Holy and Divine Love, for My Son rescues the childlike but abandons those who worship intellect and their own opinions. If you have come looking for great miracles or prophetic predictions, your motives will dictate the graces you receive. But if you come here for love of Me and My Son, you will be satisfied.”

“My Son sends Me here tonight to prepare you for His return in glory. My Heart is the Gateway to the New Jerusalem and the way into the Divine Will of God. Live in this truth, and the Will of God, which is Holy Love, will gain sovereignty over your heart. Thus you will begin to live the victory now.”

“My Son desires you realize the importance of your free will choices, and that you live always in the truth. Do not look for the approval of others when you already know the truth of Holy Love. Your welfare is here in My Heart.”

“Dear children, tonight I come to you to lead you through Holy Love into Divine Love, and finally into the Eternal Divine Will. But please be wise and understand that the enemy is here, as well, trying to discourage your belief, spreading disunity and bearing false witness against My messenger.”

“Holy and Divine Love are never wrong. Recognize that your Heavenly Mother is calling you to be Holy Love in the world. Do not be confused by any other path; bear witness only to the truth. Satan’s agents are the enemies of My Immaculate Heart. You must recognize them by what they say and do—not by title or appearance. Listen with your heart.”

“Tonight My Son has allowed that I come to you once again here in this field to ask you to love Me always, so that I can lead you to My Beloved Son. Be united, My children, and do not allow opinions or ideas to separate you. See that this is Satan’s trap.”

“My children, My Son will allow Me to return here on the feast of My Sorrows. The more who come, the quicker My Son’s victory in hearts and in the world.”

“Tonight I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Holy Love.”

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
July 5, 2007
Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
(This message was given in multiple parts.)

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus." Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

Jesus: “Today I have come to gather My flock in Holy and Divine Love. My brothers and sisters, evil is uniting towards the common goal of controlling the world. Their impetus is hatred. You, My brothers and sisters, must—as children of the Light—be united in Holy and Divine Love. Let love of God and neighbor be the motive of your unity so that God’s Divine Will can establish the kingdom of the New Jerusalem in the world.”

“Do not be divided as to certain beliefs, but see each other a brother and sister—children of God—children of the Light. It is Satan who desires your division and suggests that you focus on your differences. I call you into My Heart of Divine Love where all are one and united.”

“If you love each other as I love you, then you will not fear My call. You will not be discouraged by the term ‘ecumenical,’ but see it as My call to be united in love.”

“The enemy’s stronghold is in hearts that do not love. Therefore, you, My dear brothers and sisters, must be examples of Holy and Divine Love in the world. It is one way of spreading these Messages.”

“The only way to lasting peace and perfect unity is through the Divine Will of the Eternal Father. My Father’s Will is Holy and Divine Love. So called ‘religions’ or organizations that dictate secret agendas or acts of violence are not of God, but of Satan. Know this and believe it. Your unity in love is your weapon.”

“I desire that you understand that I am openly calling you into an Army of Love. If you are not for Me, then you are against Me. Respect My call to you and respect one another from conception to natural death. I come to you so that My Army of Love will increase in numbers, and be strengthened in love by accepting My call.”

“Do not think that you have a better way through some clandestine call. My goals are accomplished in the Light of Truth. You cannot accomplish any good outside of the truth.”

“I come calling, pleading for your solidarity and positive response to My call. Be united in Divine Love. Do not wait for the lofty approval of someone else to tell you it is okay to respond to Me. I tell you, evil forces are not awaiting approvals to gain power in hearts.”
“Please understand, I am calling you, not to be hidden but to openly proclaim your commitment to Holy and Divine Love, for this, My dear ones, is the Triumph and the Victory.”

“If you are listening to Me, you will not be dissuaded by the swirl of controversy Satan has set in motion around this Mission, the Messages and the messenger. If you are listening to Me, you will not be confused by the term ‘ecumenical,’ which by definition, is not exclusive, but all-inclusive. Realize today that I am here to draw you together in love, not to separate and divide.”

“Today I remind you—not to choose to be part of My Army of Love—is to choose. You must be with Me. There is a battle going on in hearts—a spiritual battle—between good and evil that most do not recognize. I am appointing each of you who live according to these Messages to be recruitment officers for this Army of Love, by spreading the Messages, by praying the Rosary of the Unborn; for this, too, is a way of bringing souls to Me.”

Blessed Mother says: “I am placing all your petitions in My Son’s Most Sacred Heart today. Be encouraged and live in hope.”

Jesus says: “We’re blessing you now with Our Blessing of the United Hearts.”

----------------------------------------------------

September 23, 2007
Public

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.” Padre Pio is also here and says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

Jesus: “My brothers and sisters, I come once again, as the soul of the world cries out for conversion. Your last hope for each soul and for the soul of the world is to follow the path of Holy and Divine Love. Consecrate each present moment to Our United Hearts. Do not wait for others to agree with you or for the approvals of others, but step out with courage—calling to mind it will be courageous Holy Boldness that wins out.”

“Today I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine

----------------------------------------------------

September 29, 2007
Public

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“The secrets of My Heart have now been revealed to the world through this Mission. Every fiber of My Heart desires to embrace all of humanity. Do not be
surprised when the Messages are challenged or people put you to the test. All of what you suffer through peoples’ opinions, I suffered, as well. Believe with all your heart My call here. The only chance the world has for true peace is the embrace of Holy Humility and Holy Love."

“Remember, Satan is the accuser. Do not be distracted by false accusations. The abundance of My grace is your approval and support.”

----------------------------------------------------

**January 5, 2008**

**Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation**

(This message was given in multiple parts.)

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”

“Today, My brothers and sisters, I have come to address you as disciples. True discipleship requires a stripping of self and a surrender to God’s Will. My disciples fall by the wayside when they place too much value on human respect. This is a false god. Human respect does not follow you into eternity. Seek to appeal to Me.”

“The true disciple of Holy and Divine Love becomes the Message. As he personifies the Message, he is not afraid to carry it into the world around him. He has surrendered his reputation to Me in place of a greater good—personal holiness.”

“The true disciple does not allow Satan to choke out the truth of these Messages in search of approval. If My apostles had waited for the Pharisees to approve of their ministry, there would have been no Christianity. Today, My disciples, recognize the urgency of these times—times that hold life itself in the balance. They are not afraid to stand out as My own in the midst of secular humanism. They recognize the truth and defend it.”

“My brothers and sisters, in your love for Me, love also these Messages of Holy and Divine Love—so much so, that you do not allow regard for human respect to cripple your discipleship. Be with Me—the Message to all people and all nations. Pay no attention to who believes and who disbelieves. Believe in Me and My Call to you. Do not pause to think how your efforts on behalf of the United Hearts will affect you, but give the Messages as a gift to those around you.”

“My Mother’s Heart accompanies these Messages. This alone should be your impetus towards evangelization.”

“My brothers and sisters, I have expressed to you over and over the dire straits of humanity today. These Messages of Holy and Divine Love are given as a means
of rescuing those in error and pulling them onto the path of righteousness and love. In the world every rescue mission bears with it a sense of urgency. This rescue mission is no different, but even more urgent than any. We, together, must rescue souls from the path of perdition."

“What I am asking of you today, My disciples, is to understand that any reluctance on your part to spread these Messages of Holy and Divine Love is a temptation from Satan to suppress this Mission. Take courage in the truth.”

“Today, as always, I am blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”

January 28, 2008
Feast - St. Thomas Aquinas

10:00 A.M.

St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Today I have come to help the world to see that what opposes this Ministry speaks of the times in which you live. In Jesus’ day, it was the Pharisees who opposed His message of love. In these days, it is the same pharisaical spirit that opposes these Messages of Holy and Divine Love. How sad that such a treasure—such a simple solution to earth's woes—should be summarily dismissed.”

“The very ones who should embrace this Mission are opposing it. Satan has inspired them to use the term 'ecumenical' against us. Yet, the Holy Father himself is in support of ecumenism. Their real motive is to destroy, not to investigate through discernment inspired by the Holy Spirit. What hypocrisy! They seek to destroy the ones who pray for them—the ones who seek unity in the Church and amongst all people and all nations. They oppose us because they cannot control the Messages or the messenger.”

“The good news is Heaven has given you insight as to their agenda, dear messenger. The Mission will not succumb to Satan’s traps. We must continue to be ecumenical until Jesus returns in victory. We must not fear anyone, but proceed with courage. When evil is exposed, it is weakened.”

11:30 A.M.
St. Thomas Aquinas says: “Praise be to Jesus.”

“Once again I come to reiterate that any investigative commission convened to study these Messages in this Diocese would be perfunctory.* Those who oppose us do not live by the truth, but by their own agenda.”
* to get rid of - pretense - done without care or interest - superficial - indifferent